St.Louis Fox Gets Lobby Organ
Installation of a 2/10 Wurlitzer is underway in the cavernous grand lobby of
the St. Louis Fox Theatre. Volunteer members of St.Louis Chapter ATOS,
with help from Marlin Mackley and Neil Gallager are Snishing releathering of
the instrument which is being erected in the former Moller Artiste 3/12
chambers.

-

The Moller was removed many years
ago. It is the plan of the installers to have

the Wurlitzer partially playing in time for
the year-end holiday period.
Great Fox Summer

The Fox Theatre enjoyed excellent
patronage for its summer film series with
an average attendance of 2,000 patrons
per show. Exceptionally successful were
the films Meet Me In St. Louis andKing
Kong.

For the famous gorilla show there was
See—ORGAN—Page 12
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Chicago Gets New Organ
Club; Plan Social Shows
KING KONG CONQUERS ST.LOUIS—For one of its summer film series the
St.Louis Fox Theatre ran King Kong and mounted a facsimilie of the famous
gorilla atop the marquee. There also were King Kong cookies, a ten-foot-high
Empire State Building cake, and a Fay Wray 'Look-Like'contest for patrons.
This and other films in the series, with organ concerts, drew heavy attendance.

Australian Neil Jensen Has
Smash U.S. Concert Tour
"When a reviewer rushes into the lobby at intermission and purchases a

recording of an artist whose work he is hearing for the first time, you can bet
your boots he's at a humdinger of an organ concert. Furthermore, when he
makes a bee-line for the onstage reception at the close of the evening and
queues up with the rest of the star-struck for a handshake and an autograph,
something downright remarkable has been transpiring for the preceding two

Because they'd rather switch than fight, Chicago has another theatre organ

club—Windy City Organ Club—which has been organized purely as a social
group devoted to hearing the theatre organ. WCOC was founded in October by

a steering committee consisting of Richard Sklenar, President; Paul Van Der
Molen, Vice President; John Novacek, Secretary; Alden Stockebrand, Treas
urer; Gib Petzke, Membership Secretary; lone Tedie, Program Chairperson.
All the officials are well-known in the theatre organ world.
Purpose of the new club, according to
the membership prospectus, is that of the new group on the Paul Van Der
sociality with members who enjoy good Molen 3/16 Robert-Morton organ.
organ music with friendly' people in a Walt Strony was advertised to appear in
variety of settings, emphasizing home concert for the club November 20.
It was also stipulated in the prospec
installations.
First Concert
To this end WCOC had its first con

cert October 8. Clark Wilson played for

hours and fifteen minutes."

tus that goals are to be posifiue, supple
mental and exemplary. The club will

avoid ail politics and personalities.
These two factors were the catalysts that
spawned the new club, according to one

That statement, written by Dickin
son Theatre Organ Society Reviewer
Bruce Laird, succinctly sums up the
enthusiastic response Australian Neil
Jensen garnered at every concert

Mummys and Daddies In
Boise Organize ATOS Unit
by George E. Brown

dered more expedient to organize the

venue on his first United States tour

Something different in the way of names for organ clubs has flowered in
Boise, Idaho. Not only does it identify with the local theatre, but it has a
nostalgic facet as well—it's the Egyptian Chapter of the American Theatre
Organ Society and the first meeting of the new unit was held October 8.

new club than it was to enter into pro
tracted dispute.

last September and October. His
artistry has won for him return

engagements at every place he
performed.
His first concert was in California for

Leisure World,Laguna Hills. He played
a matinee and evening concert and was
given standing ovations at both, plus a
signed contract to return when he comes
back to the U. S. next March for his

See—JENSEN—Page Eight

Cantankerism
Clobbers Console
Again this month The Console is
being distributed late due to a can
tankerous computer. A motor had to

be changed. The new unit proved
defective and its operation started a
chain reaction of destruction that put

the typesetting machine out of com

According to Doug Lemmon, who is

good turnout of interested enthusiasts
and between 10 and 12 joined the char

ing to a couple residing at the same

ter group.

address and both holding full member
ship; one member's dues may be
reduced to $20 annudly. A Contribut
ing membership does not include

The club will revolve mostly around
the Egyptian Theatre's Robert-Morton

2/8 that is complete, but needing atten
tion. Most of the people attending the
first meeting apparently just like to listen
to the organ, rather than work on and be
involved with its restoration.

Area Chapter, for various reasons, was

becoming untenable to those who
founded WCOC and that it wa's consi

In qualifying suppfementa/, WCOC
will be a supplement, not an alternative,
to other local

A Partner Membership was advertised
in the membership application as apply

one of the active founders, there was a

of its members. He noted that Chicago

clubs. All WCOC

members have been urged to keep their
See—WCOC—Page 12

Classic Club

Wants Input

national ATOS affiliation or voting priv

ileges and costs $20 annually.
The Egyptians plan to have monthly
affairs at the Egyptian Theatre.

Annual dues were announced at $32.

Professional Organists Announce
Scholarship Contest In So. Gal.
Long Beach and Orange County Professional Organist Clubs have announced
their 1983 Keyboard Scholarship Contest which will be open to any resident of

San Francisco's C«itral Pacific

Preservationists are currently distri

buting their second edition of Swell
to Great newsletter which is jam-

packed with historical information
about pipe organs(even some theatre
instruments). A request is made in
the issue for brief reviews of concerts,

recordings, and books relating to the
historic pipe organ movement, as

components were ordered and
shipped. In concert with this, repair

Southern Calfomia who lives south of San Luis Obispo and north of the Mexican well as photographs and articles.
border; is over 14 years of age but has not, nor will not turn 21 before December 31. Anyone may conb'ibute items by
The contest, which offers prizes worth $3,450, is split into junior and senior sending them to 3101 Twentieth

service jumped from $60 to $102

divisions—ages 14 through 16 will have $300 first prize and $150 second prize; Street, San Fracisco, Calif. 94110.

mission for two weeks while new

per hour. Who says inflation has, ages 17 through 20 rate higher with a first prize amounting to $1,500, second
slowed?

See—SCHOLARSHIP-Fage Eight

Membership information is obtainaIble from the same address.
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Buff Takes Organ
To His College

Sally's Stage In
Chi Gets Second

Organ Buff Larry Kreuger has

^the stre t from Chicago's ap ealing
Barton Organ

moved from Akron to Columbus, Ohio,
and has taken his 12-rank Wurlitzer

Sally's Stage—the one directly across

along with him. He plans to install the
organ in a building on the campus of

inally planned for a bowling alley. It is

semi-atmospheric NorTown Theatre
(where there once played well a
Wurlitzer)—will not loose its Barton

expected the hard surface interior will

organ after all. But it will become a

Capitol University. The large structure,
of concrete block construction, was orig

much improved Barton by means of

lend itself to blueprinting for a concert

having another Barton replace it.

hall with excellent acoustics.

Kreuger has two consoles—the two

Sally's Stage has been purchased by

manual Wurlitzer and a three-manual

Jasper Sanfillippo and Bob Proskin.
They hired Organman David L. Jun-

Barton. U was not disclosed which keydesk will be wired to the organ.

Kann Treasures
Stolen With Car
Following his concert appearance at
San Gabriel Civic Auditorium October

15, Organist Stan Kann returned to his
Hollywood residence and retired. Next
morning he discovered his car had been

stolen during the night. That was bad
enough, but to make matters worse, he

had not unloaded the portion of his fam
ous vacuum cleaner items he had used in

his show from the vehicle. The auto was

found stripped several days later. Unfor
tunately, the irreplaceable antique vacu
ums were not found.

Three Big Attractions

■1■
FINISHING TOUCHES—Curt Wood and Larry Bray putting the f
finishing
touches on the five-manual Wurlitzer in the Organ Loft, Salt Lake
City. The
e City
instrument is back in service after being out for two months. Wood,
Martinez,
i Martinez

i' t. off.,
'
California, organ technician, has been helping Bray with the remodeling
the

..
console. They have installed 378 new stop tablets along with new
new setter
setter
c
,
boards. The organ is up and playing and open for the public every Saturday

night for dining and dancing.

rtnn organ
nrcran in
California,"1 got to play and hear the completely refurbished Robert-Morton
jg now
the Hawaii Theatre (downtown). The original harp—long out of service—is
working beautifully. The organ boasts a new Post Horn, and a lot of revoicing
svoicing and
other tender loving care by members of Aloha Chapter ATOS has resulted
isulted in an
exceptionally fine-sounding organ.
"A wonderful Wood Diaphone has also been added and contributes much to the
In its grand theatre setting, the organ is truly super and should be a "must-hear"
st hear"for

^
Aloha Chapter meets at the Hawaii Theatre on Sunday mornings.

the balcony level for the theatre portion.
CATOE has always been proud that
it is the leading chapter in National
ATOS in the number of organs it
maintains—in their original locations—
and thus it was a somewhat sad occa

sion when that fateful day came last

sion of the famous Oriental Theatre

August and the news was disclosed that

Publix No. 1 Wurlizer pipe organ.
The instrument, a four-manual, 20rank organ, which was the prototype for

heavy machinery would be roaming the
main floor in about six weeks. It required
five weekends in 90 degree plus temper
atures (in the shade) to remove the

its owner, Morris Kalish, when it
became apparent that his shuttered

instrument from the theatre.

Oriental Theatre, the organ's home for
58 years, would not be part of the down

annual Fall Show, CATOE's board

town redevelopment plan. CATOE had

quietly continued to maintain the organ
during the three years since the movie
palace closed. During the previous five
years of regular crew work, the Solo
chamber was releathered and rewinded.
Even after Kalish announced his

intentions of donating the organ,
CATOE was in no hurry to remove the
organ, hoping that maybe, somehow,
the previous plans for the building would
come back into favor. These plans
involved a "twinning" with the theatre to
remain above the balcony level and the
basement, main floor and mezzanine

levd converted to a shopping arcade.
The organ console would be moved to

r

»«-

Since removal was so close to the

decided to publicly thank Morris Kalish
for his donation with the presentation of
a brass plaque. As John Peters,
CATOE Chairman,and M.C.Lou Val-

pano, producer for the previous two

LoopAlive shows at the Chicago Thea
tre, presented Doner Kalish the plaque

Junchen returns to Chicago
December 1 to start installation work.
sold, Junchen indicated to The Console.

"When I was in Honolulu in early September," writes Martin F. Stoner■ of Pomona
Pomona,

Kalish Awarded Plaque At Chicago
Theatre For Donating Wurlitzer Organ

this model, was donated to CATOE by

• i , .i

The organ now in Sally's Stage will be

Setting," Visitor Says

any organ fans visiting Honolulu."

Area Chapter ATOS. It was on this
day, during our annual Fall Chicago
Theatre Show, played by Gaylord
Carter, that we formally took posses

i

—Keith W. Davis-^Du
Photo neapolis
Cicero Restaurant 3/14 Barton, now owned by Sanfillippo, would be

^'Hawaii Morton In Grand
^

telephones.

Sunday, October 23, marked a
great bittersweet day for Chicago

vey. After confering with the new
owners, it was decided the former Min-

used in place of the present instrument.

impressive sound of the organ.

by Robert G. Boin

and make recommendations for its
'nip''ovement.
Junchen went to Chicago
October 26 to make the preliminary sur-

J

Detroit's Gem Theatre has a new pipe
organ, ladies' rest room and free
—4/25/14 Moving Picture World

chen toflyloChicago,inspecttheinstru-

^

state relay and a new Quin-

tadcna rank will be added to the organ.

The rank of pipes is being built by the

Meyer Company—the same
Barton.

originally built similar ranks for

Sanfillippo also owns the former Tuc

son Organ Stop Pizza Parlor Wurlitzer

^hich he purchased from Bill Brown at a
cost well over $100,000. He has con-

tracted with Junchen for its installation
in his residence studio building after the
Barton job is completed.

Will Try Creating

Carter's audience
lence then

True Pipe
Sounds
*

joined in concluding the show
w by singing
Happy Birthday to the theatre,
tre, celebrat
celebrating 62 years of continuous performan
performances the following Wednesday.
ay.

Los Angeles Organ Buff Patrick
Lajko has been interested in theatre pipe
organs but has never had room to install
one.He is aneiectronics/computer whiz

j
The presentation was a fitting end to a
fine Halloween program played by Car

and has experimented for some time

Gaylord

'"d b" C^

sound. He now believes he can.

the Canary. In itself the program
rogram was.

almost perfectly true pipe organ tones,

ter featuring the 1927 film The
The Cat and
ad
special in another way. Members of Chi

^mus decide
cago's City Council, who must
eciJe

the fate of this great movie palace land
landmark, were CATOE's honored
guests.
orej gues
.
Seven lighting changes were featured
during the show to demonstrate fu
the ver
satility and performance of the existing
,
,
,
three-color Major lighting board and
k
k'
wonderful effects which can be achieved
with the 11,500 colored light bulbs hid

*^the

k- V / !.

den in the various coves for which Archi

^

tects Rapp & Rapp were so
0 famous.
amous.

^ electronic organ, synthesize

recently acquired a Thomas

Deluxe Palace
111, three-manual
jg interested
to know theatre
if there
.l

i

•

i

are other electronic organ owners who
"tinker
with them—revoice, etc."—

which he plans to do."Perhaps we can

exchange
ideas, he said. "I plan to
add voices—in particular a good string
,

.

,

,

, ,,

place ot some ot the nontheatrical gimmicks, the junk that is put

on an instrument of this type to make it
sell. Also, I will add couplers and more
four-foot
voices," he added. Anyone

the audience expressing his thanks for

At one point during Carter's
;r's solo por
portion of the show, the theatre'ssceilingwas
ceiling was
an iridescent violet with the proscenium
nd the organ
arch illuminated in yellow and
screens in red. These colors gave way to
blue as the feature photoplay
iy began on
the opening of the curtain. Quite a feat

the presentation—and also thcUiking

for a theatre that some have
e referred to

he needs access to a theatre pipe organ

John Peters and CATOE for preserving
not only his but all theatre organs in
Chicago.

as an obsolete relic. Obviously
'iously they

to record the notes of the various

at center stage, the curtain behind them

was raised revealing, to the delight of the
audience, the Chinese Red console of
the Oriental Wurlitzer. Kalish was then

shown the smaller plaque affixed to the
console backrail and said a few words to

have never been to a CATOE
"OE show!

wishing to talk to Patrick can call him at
(213) 661-2031, or write to him at

2463 McReady Avenue, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90039.
Being well versed in computer lechtronics he will build what he hopes to be
a perfect electronic rank. For this project

voices—one note at a time—so he Ccin

synthesize them via computer.
—The Console
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THE CONSOLE

Organ Builder Honored

STAFF

Editor & Publisher

Tom B'hend

British Editor

by Harvey N. Roehl
In 1981 citizens of Broome County, New Yoi4( convinced the members of

Contributing Editor
Special Features:

the County Lepslature that an appropriate way to honor one of its leading
citizens would be to re-name the airport for Edwin A. Link.Shortly after this

Ralph 0. Beoudry
Ed Mulltns
Tom McNeeley

Address all communiucotions, news releases,

was originated Ed Link died.
As a real pioneer in the field of aviation, and a member of the aviation hall of
fame, Link and his works are known the world over.

subscription matters ond address changes to: THE
CONSOLE, P.O. Box 40164, Posadeno, Califor
nia 91104. or call (213) 794-7782.

As students of player pianos and theatre organs know, Link worked in his
father's factory as a young man learning every aspect of the piano and organ

Deadline for The Console is the 10th of the month
for that issue.

business. In his teens he travelled all over the United States installing Link
organs in motion picture houses.

The International Theatre Orgon Society Publish

ers prepare and distribute monthly The Console,

He fitted one into the Capitol Theatre in Binghamton,where the factory was
located, and when the building was demolished in 1965, he bought the

a tololly independent publication. It Is dedi
cated to the preservation of theatres, auditori

instrument back and re-installed it as a donation in Harkness Hall, Roberson

ums, concert holls, opera houses, residences and
devotes spoce for feature articles about them,
plus the organs alreody in such locations. News
on on internationally scope is reported on all

Center, the local performing arts complex.
At the time of the original Capitol installation, a young chap named Searle
Wright showed some curiosity about the organ;Ed showed and demonstrated
it to him, whereupon Searle went on to become an accomplished organ teacher
and concert artist, well-known in the theatre organ fraternity!
In recognition of Link's many accomplishments, a Bne mural depicting the
major efforts of his life was recently unveiled at the airport, and it'spleasing to
know that a theatre organ console is an important feature of this artistic work
by Bob Sherry.

Ion Dalgliesh

types of organs-pipe, pump, electronic, theatre
and clossical.

Edwin A. Link

The Console provides equal space to all organi
zations in the interest of bringing to its readers
coverage of all orgon news and photos. Photogrophs, drowings, organ catalogues, theatre

programs,technical articles, both contemporary
ond nostalgic, ore earnestly solicited. The Con

pfltflNA.LWK
■

FIELD

sole will consider purchose of librories and
other collections of organ and/or theatre moteriols.
SUBSCRIPTIONS

United States, SI 2,00 annually, via second class
mail; S27,C0 onnuolly, via first doss mail,
Overseas, $13.00 annually, via surface moil;
$30.00 annually via air moil.
Canada,$13.00 annually, via secand class mail;

$27.00 annually, via first class mail.
Please make checks or money orders payable
to; The Console. Payment from Canoda must be
on an internotionol money order mode out in
U.S. funds to faresloll conversion or service

charge due to rate of exchange.
Single copies of any issue in print, $1.26 each,
postpaid.

BILL LINK comments on his father's accomplishments to interested crowd at

unveiling of mural which is pictured below. The painting is located in the
incoming baggage area so that all who pass into the gates of the terminal
building pass by it.

Address all subscription related matters to the

The former Broome County Airport

attention of Preston J. Koufmann, Circulations

is now well recognized as Edwin A.

Director.

Link Field by all area citizens and
ADVERTISING

visitors.

Display advertising rote cards sent upon

request. Address oil inquires to the attention of

A Big Bargain

Roger Adorns, Advertising Director.

Advertisement in the September 5,

Office of the publication is 1385 North Michigon

1914 Moving Picture World—For

Avenue, Posadeno, Colif. 91104. Second Class

Sale—$1,500 theatre pipe organ, 600

postoge paid ol Posadeno, Colifornio. NOTICE;

pipes, first class condition. The best

Please do not send moil to this address.

kind of a money getter. Immediate sale
$600. 'K' Theatre, Maffoon, /llinois."

USPS 423630

IT'S OUT!
OUR COMPLETE 68-f PAGE CATALOG
ILLUSTRATED WITH CURRENT PRICE DATA!

EVENTS IN THE LIFE of Inventor Edwin A Link are depicted in the mural
executed by Bob Sherry, who was associated for a number of years with the

SEND $4.25 TODAY

Link Company. He donated his efforts to this fine work. At far left is a theatre
organ console, and near it Cessna No.l airplane. Next is the famed 'blue box'

aviation trainer of World War 11 fame, developed from parts of player pianos,
pipe organs and airplances. At center is the submarine developed by Link,and

ARNDT ORGAN SUPPLY COMPANY

behind it military aviatorsfrom all branches of the service are depicted. Behind

ANKENY, IOWA 50021

Link is a representation of a modem flight simulator, such as is used to train

astronauts in our modem spacecraft. And it all started with player pianos and
pipe organs!
—The Console
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1018 LORENZ DRIVE - BOX 129

FOX PAWS—WE WAS TOOK!

Larsen Didn^t Dedicate

Organ In College Garb
Believe it or not, The Console was led astray last month, and because of it
readers were looking at photos incorrectly captioned thus providing informa
tion that was only partially true.
The story was the dedication of the
Wurlitzer theatre pipe organ given by
Marian Cook to Colorado State Univer-

sity in memory of her late husband,John
Brown Cook. In theOctober(Nostalgia)
issue were published photographs sent

by the public relations office of the
school. Identification of the principals
starring in the dedication was correct—
BUT—it was not stated the photo-

^
w
,

graphs were filmed prior to and the day
following the formal concert. Lyn
Larsen was pictured weanng a sweater

k,..,

seated at the console playing a selection.
Another photo had Marian Cook and

~" '

Larsen seated on the Wurlitzer bench.

Since the caption information on each
print did not specifically state the photos

.a

^
,

were not taken during the forma!dedica- ^

MARIAN COOK,Ken Crome,left, and Lyn Larsen,right, are shown in front oi

tion, it was assumed they were. Conse-

the Wurlitzer console onstage in the student center theatre. She is holding the

quently, Lyn, it was noted in The
Console caption, played the dedication
concert dressed as a member of the Uni.^ ^
. ;rM I /-• II '
versity student body—(Jle JoeLoliege
,,.
.
. f j ,f-

memorial plaque.
„y-vr,..., i
. c
i ..•
FORMAL—Larsen, m formal attire,
„ . .,
, ,•
jtalks to the dedication audience in

wa. the lltppent sort ol .deot.l.cat.on ^ory Student Center Theatre.I Cologiven him.

The mistake was discovered on the

i oa . 11 •

-i.

ra o a e niversi y.

eve of distribution of the October issue

formal dedication while Lyn was record-

during a telephone conversation

ing the Wurlitzer for an album which will

between Marian Cook and Console Edi-

^jg released later on. He was wearing his

tor Tom B'hend. The scribe happened
to mention the photos and described

manager, Henry Hunt's sweater—and
Henry is not a college student!

Lyn's costume for the concert. There
was a startled short gasp on the line and

^as at this juncture the scribe
admitted he thought it rather strange

then Marian Cook quickly stated that

pictures were lacking of univeristy offi-

Lyn had indeed played the formal pro-

cials, especially the president accepting

graminformalattire."And,"sheadded,

j^g donation from Marian Cook and

"1 certainly would never have attended

lauding her for her generous gift. "But

an event of that type in the dress 1 was
wearing when the photo was taken.

there were pictures taken—by Rose
Crome, wife of Ken Crome, who was in

The two pictures were filmed by Uni-

charge of restoration and installation of

versity personnel the day following the

the instrument," came the reply.

j^AQU^ ^Rert Phenrister, Larsen' made dashing'aperancein
Acting President of Colorado State
University, hands Marian Cook a
plaque which will be mounted at
entrance to auditorium denoting gift
of the Wurlitzer in memory of her
husband, John Brown Cook.
■

WJ^

ORGAN MASTER—Marian Cook introduces Ken Crome to the audience as
Dr. Phemister looks on. Crome restored the instrument before installing it at
the university.

black tuxedo lined with red satin, red
satin cummerbund and bow tie and
played abouncy.upbeatopener,/ Want
To Be Happy. He was presented a
plaque at the beginning of the second
half of his program in recognition ot his

tenth appearance at the Opera House.

And so, to set the record straight.

His entire program uias uie/l-planned

Marian Cook has loaned her set of prints

Qnd included something for everyone—

to The Console. They are published in

/rorn oldie pops to classics which

this issue to record the actual dedication

earned him a luell-deserued standing

ceremony of the organ. Where the uni-

ouaiion. For their generous show of

versity photogs were at the time is a

appreciation the audience was served

mystery,

an encore.

It is, of course, regretted The Console

Donates To Organ

was unaware actual dedication photos
were made. Some stronger warning signal should have bounced the eidtor's
brain when Lyn was pictured at the con-

addition to a superlative evening of
music, and totally unexpected to ConnVal Chapter ATOS officials, Larsen
made an impromptu plea for assistance

sole in the "Joe College" garb. Maestro
Larsen, never before to the editor's

funding the new combination action
system to be installed on the Marr &

knowledge, has appeared in concert

Colton organ in the Opera House. Not

other than impeccably dressed—either

only did he ask those present to help, but

in a well-tailored suit, sequined regalia,
or full formal attire.

started the ball rolling by making his
own personal donation to the project in

But the prints dictated otherwise in

the amount of $200. Members and

this instance—they were official photos

friends followed suit and a total in excess

and it was believed Lyn had been
approached by the powers that be at the

of $800 was collected,
—f/,e Diaphone-Conn-Vall Chapter

institution of higher learning to "be one

ATOS

—The Console
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Big Gathering Of Clan For
Organ Bash InI Fresno Calif.
by Chrissie Glotte
Members from

four American

Theatre Organ Society Chapters—
153 strong—gathered in Fresno the

(course, much T.O. talk!

Busses loaded at 3pm for the ride to
IBethel Temple to hear John Brown,
inewly elected Tri-Counties President,

weekend of Ocotber 8 and 9 to tho- |
present a program on the 3/10 Robertroughly enjoy four great organs. Put
together by Sierra Chapter, Sacra

a chartered bus and the balance drove or

IMorton (mostly from L.A.'s Western
Theatre, although the console is from
'
Sacramento's Alhambra Theatre).
IUnfortunately a typical "church screen"
<
obscured
the console completely from
t audience. But the sound was good
the
IRobert-Morton despite the rather limited
<
openings
through which the organ
s
speaks.
It's suitable for church services,

flew. Everyone arrived about noon on
Saturday, settled in at either the Water

\we're sure.
The group moved on to a'Farmers'

Tree or Village Inn motels and by one
o'clock had been transported by two of

IMarket' for dinner at any one of about a
<
dozen
different restaurants-take your

the largest school buses ever seen to
nearby Pizza and Pipes with jts 3/23

jpick!
From there it was out to the University
I
Presbyterian
Church for a really unique

mento,(primarily by Dave Moreno),
the "Bash" had the whole-hearted

support of Nor-Cal, Los Angeles and
Tri-Counties Chapters.
While many from Nor-Cal and Sierra

Amtraked to Fresno, Los Angeles filled

Wurlitzer from Buffalo's Hippodrome
Theatre.

Staff Organist Bev Lloyd and Nor-

<
concert
by Dick Cencibaugh on a 3/55
fSkinner organ. This church is near

Cal member (and substitute organist at '
"ultra-modem" with the organ being a
the restaurant) Jim Brown entertained
fpart of the room (which can seat 400)
while the crowd registered, got their
souvenier booklets, munched pizza or
enjoyed a soup and salad lunch...plus, of

i
and
the console "alter center" so eve
r
ryone
could see as well as hear. Despite
tmisgivings that the instrument might

GOOD TIME ANNIE(OLIVE)expresses her views on thegreat Bash doings to
fellow LATOS member Sachi Amano.

blast us out, it didn't! Beautifully voiced,

engaged to play theatre concerts (he's

it could handle chiffy Bach, French

also on the staff at Pizza and Pipes)—he

romantic and even a nicely theatrical
LeRoy Anderson Sleigh Ride complete
with human assisted sleigh bells in the

left us wanting more!
At this point the tired ones returned to

chambers.

back to Pizza and Pipes for another
couple of hours of open console, beer

Dick displayed a totally winning per
sonality which, plus his organ compe
tence, won him a standing ovation and
the statement by many he should be

their motels while the die-hards trooped
and pizza and good friendship.
Convening again Sunday at 10:30
for brunch the group was entertained by

m

G/Ui44 ^640
S/m44

• Sm44 Stm
STANDARD or EXTENDED

the ROLLS-ROYCE of resonators by
JERRY NAGANO entertains Fresno Bashers at Pizza and Pipes food palace
during Sunday brunch.

—The Console
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"up front" for it perfecty fills the 2,000seat house.

Four artists were presented (with ten
minute intermissions between each one

to allow time for piston setting) and Bert
Atwood from Nor-Cal led off. It was

Bert's first public performance but if he
hadn't told us he was not a "pro" you
might not have known! Warren White,
representing Sierra, was the second
artist cuid played with the lush style of

UIK

the old-time console artists.

Jerry Nagano from Los Angeles
came next and took off as if he and the

Morton had been(riends lor life! The last

artist, programmed as"A Special Guest
Artist???" turned out to be Dan Bel-

lomy. Dan and the Morton are also old
friends for he has a record on the instru-

menbt ready to go into production. A
special note must be added for those
who know Dan only as an electronic jazz
artist. He does play a ballad as meltingly
as the best and, believe it or not, he

played two totally jazz numbers on the
Morton that came off as well as, if not

better, than on an electronic...that Mor

ton kept up with him and never obscured

SALUTE TO WORKERS—Ron Musselman congra^lates "chris Titnm
Randy Warwick and (standing almost out of range) Dave Moreno.

"A

Chrissie Came Back

For Fresno Bash
Fresno Bash Photos
Down from the Ghost Writers In
«
£ ,
77ie Sky plateau, Chrissie Glotte surDy ^imtOtO
faced during the recent Fresno Bash

a note!

to cover it for The Console. Chrissie

When 4pm came round, the Amtrak-

has promised toccntinue writing on a

ers had a train to catch, L.A. loaded its

sporadic schedule—whenever an

REALLY ELEVATED—Organ Buff

outstanding event is presented.

Bob Longfield put theatre organ

above everything else in his Fresno

RENEW ON TIME

Bash attire. That's a minature model

theatre organ horseshoe console,

with organist, way up on top of his

Allan Dies On

straw hat.

Returning Home

Jim Brown and Jerry Nagano until
departure time for the Grande Concert

Nine days after returning to Knysna,
South Africa, from his trip with his

at the Warnor Theatre.

For many it was a first visit to the

partner Eric Schroder, which included

theatre which has been almost com

the ATOS National Convention in San

pletely restored to its 1920s grandeur
when it was opened by Alexander Pantages. Frank Caglia, the owner, is justly
proud of the theatre and its 'Snortin'

Francisco, Raymond Allan died sud
denly of an anurism. His memorial ser
vice was held in Kynsna High School

Morton' which Tom DeLay keeps in

Wurlitzer theatre pipe organ the two had
purchased from a theatre.

abusandthe xaustedbuthapyorgan

top-notch shape year round. A 4/14,
the Morton is an under stage installation
and is both large scale and on high

pressure—15 inches on everything but
the Vox which is on 8 inches. The

chambers are spread completely across

the stage area and everything must be

Hall where he and Schroder installed a

The two men had put their business

up for sale and were planning to retire
and live part of the year in Hawaii.They
had been partners for 33 years and were

the Warnor Theatre, and Tom DeLay, co-owners of the Shangri Lodge BoardFINE PAIR—Frank Caglia, owner of the
jxcellent 4/14 Robert-Morton organ,
the man who maintains the theatre's excellent
organ. ing House in Knysna.

bus and the exhausted but happy organ

V^rsiinO In I

buffs departed after insisting, ''We've
"We've

* UUllg 111

got to
got
to do
do this
this again!"
again!"

, „

On Relay Bus.

Fresno proved it's
it s a "must
must hear"
hear stop

for any organ fan!

A

*'

A1 Young, Phoenix, Arizona organ
—

Emperors
And
"
ElTipirf*SS .^Vgree
Empress
Agree

technician who has become well-known

for
his solid state relay/switching systems, was in Los Angeles the first weekend of November to deliver one of his

electronic creations to Richard
Nor-Cal Chapter ATOS and, owners Schroder,
Encino organ owner, and to

of the Empress Theatre in
m Vallejo have

installation of another of

conduded
concluded an agreement whereby the
ATOS unit
ATOS
unit will
will maintain
maintain the
the theatre
theatre's
s

Sargent/Stark Wurlitzer
Hollywood. While in the area he was

Wurlitzer and members will be able to

p Junchen.

rent the organ for practice time. Nor-Cal
Nor-Lcu
Member Lowell Wendell has been

appointed Crew Chief of the project and
a first work session was held October 15
to get the organ ready for Dave Quinlan

le 4/14
WARNOR WARRIORS who played the
4/14 Robert-Morton
Robert-Morton organ
organ for
for Bash
Bash
,Warren White,Dan Bellomy and Bert
Buffs were, left to right—Jerry Nagano,
Atwood.

W erC IViUbll b
Photos of the Tracy Theatre,Long

who played a fund-raising concert for
the Vallejo Symphony League

Beach, California, published in the
October issue were from the Collection of Joe Musil. It was one of the

November 13. Included in his showwas
show was

few theatres in Western United

a vintage silent film.

States designed by Boiler Brothers.
—The Console
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Organ Bonanza
Found In L. A.
An organ bonanza blossomed in Los
Angeles Monday morning, November 7

the big organ and how it came to be
donated by J. B. Nethercult. The
impression at this juncture was that the
TV crowd was indeed impressed!

Biggest bonanza, and something that

when Channel 2—Columbia Broadcast

may well develope into one of the grea
test publicity spreads for theatre organ in

ing System—sent a camera crew out for

general, came next—at San Gabriel

their

Civic Auditorium.

Two on the Town show and

invaded the Orpheum Theatre in down

Candi Carley was on hand because

town Los Angeles. Metropolitan Thea

she had been practicing for her coming

tres' Bruce Corwin had given the okay

concert. LATOS Organ Technical

to publicize the Wurlitzer which has

been restored by the Los Angeles Thea

Director Peter Crotty, who arranged the
initial television coverage, advised the

tre Organ Society. The bonanza deve

TV crew about Candi and suggested

loped as the day wore on.
in the theatre, LATOS member and
crew chief of the Orpheum Wurlitzer

there might be quite a story for the tube
world. They took the suggestion, rode
up and down on the console elevator

restoration, Gene Davis made a good

with Candi,interviewed her and possibly

pitch for ATOS, plus the fact that this is

will be on hand November 26 to cover

now the only theatre in Los Angeles

her concert.

retaining its pipe organ. Then he sat
down and played the instrument.

all goes well, the crew plans a return visit

Next, the crew moved over to Pasad

Not only that, but later this month, if
to San Gabriel to document the Wur

ena Civic Auditorium where Organist

litzer theatre organ in a complete video

John West pinned their ears back with

tape production.

Maybe The Barton,Too

the tremendous sounds of the mighty
five-manual Civic organ. Here Two on

All of this glamor filming rubbed off

the Town people were given a history of

on another project of LATOS that

NEIL JENSEN, right, and his concert manager, John Balbo take a break for
several hours in Southern California late last October sifter a flight from the

east coast and prior to their next hop, homeward bound, with a stopover in
Hawaii enroute to Sydney.
IFMQITM

r

rv
,
Page
1

piqued the interest of the television

second tour.
From then on throughout his

knows who's in charge.
"Above all, Jensen understands

tycoons—installation of the Barton pipe

itinerary—Hinsdale,Illinois; Pittsburgh,

orchestration. He takes the ensemble at

organ in Wislhire-Ebell Theatre. There

Penna.; Detroit, Michigan; Cassa

hand and draws forth sounds never

is talk of following the project through
from start to finish and mounting it in a

Loma, Toronto,and Kingston,Ontario, heard before. Jensen rightly seems to
Canada; Syracuse and Rochester, New fear no threat of comparison, His read-

show.

York; and Wilmington, Delaware—his ing of Tchaikowsky's Waltz of the

If all goes well, perhaps the theatre
pipe organ will be closer to getting its fair

reception was duplicated with standing
ovations and contracts to return.
He is presently arranging his 1984

share of the nation's popularity niche—
something it well deserves!

Miller Invades
Ashley Miller has now invaded New

York City's stuffy station that only
recently realized how marvelously enter
taining the theatre pipe organ can be and
started airing Billy Nalle's albums. Ash

tour and can be contacted through definitely a miracle wrought by Mr.
Keymedia Productions, P.O.Box 78, Jensen since he's presently a mere 24
Glen Iris, Victoria, 3146, Australia. years of age and couldn't possibly have
Jensen far outranks most other contemporaries in his field. It's his

musicianship—the sum of many

habit, rather than the wildly impetuous
salute they once were. Neil Jensen's was

the rest. True he's a personable racon- earned—in spades. Here is an artist with
all the ear-marks of world-renown written into his performance. Those of us

cloying chumminess of some of his
fellow-recitalists.
He s flashy, too, but without the P.T.
The noted organist has also been
enjoying an excellent season, he told Barnum syndrome that edges on showThe Console. "I am playing at Madison manship rather than fine art. He domiSquare Garden and Byrne Meadow- nates the organ bench erectly, never

who were there saw history in the making. Neil Jensen needs only a theatre
organ console to prove his point.
"The bottom line, actually, is
CLASS—spelled out in capitals
because Jensen is a^apital performer,"

nie has been playing Miller's recordings

was used by Western Australia Div-

graced the eras he mirrors,
"Standing ovations are often a duty of

attributes—which sets him apart from

in addition to those by Nalle.

ision. Theatre Organ Society of Australia to sell tickets to the Dennis

Flowers sounds remarkably like my old
Victor Red Seal version, His arrangements carry one back to another era

teur, but he knows how to get on with it
(and off again) without resorting to the

ley's artistry is now heard over
WQXR's On The Town. Ducncan Pir-

SANDWICH BOARD advertising

actually the master's poise. He's compj^tely
tamed the instrument, and he

resorting to the annoying body language

were some of Laird's observations in his

so many musicians adopt in an attempt
land next May. He recently concluded a to illustrate the energy put into coaxing a

review publisheS in The Vox Humana,
official newsletter of the Dickinson

James show. Member Mai Wilkin,

lands Arena in New Jersey," he said,

above, toted the two-sided sign about

"and will be touring in England and Hol
Hol-

town touting tickets.
—Keyboard World.Parramatta

very successful Australian tour.

console into life. But make no mistake; Society,
what seems to be a relaxed pose, is

SCHOLARSHIP—from Page One
$1,000 and third $500.

Applications must be postmarked prior to December 15 and mailed to Bill

Worrall, Scholarship Chairman, P.O.Box 549, Downey,Calif. 90241. Information
may be obtained by calling (213) 949-5600.

!

All contestants will be given a five-minute time limit in the auditions. There are

seven ways listed that contest winners may use the prize money. They will be given
12 months to spend it, and unspent winnings and accrued interest will remain in the

scholarship trust account and become the property of Keyboard Scholarships and
used in subsequent events.

The flyer announcing the contest also carried a notice that donations will be
accepted lor the scholarship fund. Contributions may be made as a memorial in honor
of friends, musicians or loved,ones. AH contributions are exempt from Federal and
State Tax.

LATOS Plans Contest

Plans are being blueprinted by Los Angeles Theatre Organ Society to establish an
annual scholarship event during the Spring months and will invite participation of
contestants in the Southern California areas including Los Angeles, Orange, River

EAST COAST REP
Milco Music Co.

WEST COAST REP

side and San Bernardino counties. Initial discussion has been held and it is expected

P.O. Box 32

3328 Britton Avenue

the allotment of prize money will be approximately $3,000. It will be paid to winners

Closter, NJ 07624

Son Carlos, CA 94070

without qualifying how it can be spent.

—The Console
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Don Creswell

(415) 592-7296

Theatre Loss Still
Mourned In L. A,
"Most of the residents of Carthay
Circle still mourn the loss of their

Old Pair All
Over The Place

Big Doings In Windy City

Laurel and Hardy's festival film pro

CATOE '85 Banquet Not Decided;
Weatherman Says Pizza & Pipes In

duction, The Return oi Laurel and

beloved landmark—the grand old

Hardy will hit San Diego October 28

Carthay Circle Theatre, which stood

through November 10 and the opening

at San Vicente Boulevard and Car-

night San Diego's Tent of the Sons of the
Desert will be tossing about 200 pies

rillo Drive and for 40 years was one
of Los Angeles' prime entertainment
centers," read the opening of an arti
cle appearing in the November 6

side at the console of the organ to

issue of the Los Angeles Times

accompany the six-comedy feature film

It was noted residents are normally
a highly vocal group but claim they
never had a fighting chance to save

presentation.

around outside in front of Mann's Loma

Theatre. Inside Tommy Stark will pre

was not quite as effective in preserv
ing special buildings as it is now,they
maintain," the article stated.

by Aimer N. Brostrom

ces at the annual meetings.

Formulating and presenting a con

Plans for the 1985 ATOSConven

tion in Chicago are progressing very

the house when it was torn down in

1969."Public pressure in those days

Lansing, 111. By December
well. The Palmer House has been

Pie Throwing in front of San Francis
co's Castro Theatre on November 13

definitely selected as headquarters.
Programming is being considered

signaled the opening of the week-long
run of The Return of Laurel and Hardy

carefully. The usual banquet is being

Festival. Inside the house at the four

The September Console printed a few
paragraphs concerning this item and in
that regard plans are NOT definite nor

Carthay residents were publicized
due to their persistent and recently
successful efforts to have official city
markers put up at the boundaries of
Carthay Circle, setting it apart as a

the two famed comedians in six of their
silent comedies with musical

landmark community.

accompaniment.

manual Wurlitzer console, Organist
Bob Vaughn was aiding and abetting

ROLL OUT THE BARREL??

Reno Club To Unveil Rare 1905 Barrel

Organ Rebuilt By Taylor and Sawyer
by Ray Sawyer

discussed. Is it worthwhile or not?

Fund. Plans are to inscribe the name of

donors of $100 or more somewhere on

the console. Why not be one of them?

the '85 Convention Committee is striv

Send your contribution to; Beverly Bar

ing to avoid such a situation!
Convention soloists are being consi
dered and engaged. The ATOS
National Board stipulates certain rules

ton, 703 East 194th Street, Glenwood,
Illinois 60425.

December Prediction

concerning artists' fees and extra

Roger Treemstra, Chicago Chan

expenses. Most artists consider these

nel 9 Television Station Weather

conventions as show pieces and many

man and a group he is associated with
are predicting excellent pizza and

have greatly benefited from appearan-

pipe organ

music in Lansing,

Illinois—a far south suburb of the

Windy City—by December.

Barrel Organ, circa 1905. Master technician Bill Sawyer, along with Museum
Curator Greg Taylor are about to wrap up a complete overhaul of this valuable
item and I have had the pleasure of helping releather the bellows and clean

Treemstra and his partners have
taken over a motion picture theatre

in Lansing, it is reported, and will

much of the verdigris from the instrument.

convert it to a pizza food emporium

Extreme craftsmanship was observed in every portion of the Bruder, con
taining three sets of pipes numbering some 158.Thepegs on the barrel proper
are arranged to play twelve selections while a very ingenious mechanism shifts
the barrel along an axis and in this manner bringing to bear the series of pegs

with pipe organ. Terry Kleven, wellknown mid-west organman,has been

signed to install the Barton organ for
merly in Cicero's #3 pizza parlor in
Minneapolis.

with the related lever action that in turn activates the pallets, etc.

Bring some cotton for your ears!

its installation. Therefore, we are seek

ing donations for the Oriental Theatre

banquets were "eat and run" affairs and

Always one to present the extraordinary in Calliopes, Nickelodeons,Viola-

extremely entertaining.

Regarding our (CATOE) Oriental
Theatre organ, it will take a sizeable
cash outlay to ready this instrument for

complete. Some of the past convention

nas, etc., Harold's Club in Reno is about to unveil a true rarity—a Bruder

One entire revolution plays one tune, To say the thing is loud may be
flattering, as well as the understatement of the year.The instrument will weigh
about fifteen hundred pounds yet will roll about quite easily on the over-sized
wheels that Tayor had installed for this purpose. Bill Sawyer noted that by
using his Peterson Electronic Tuner, the music from the Bruder, consisting of
marches and polkas that have never been heard before, should prove

vention is a large task which can be
simplified with cooperation from all con
cerned. Suggestions are very welcome.

It was also reported that the
weatherman earlier tried to buy

K

^ •I!li

Radio Station WGN's famous Wur

litzer for the new venture,but settled
instead for the Cicero Barton when

station management declined to sell
it.

h

m

BILL SAWYER holds lowest note of the Trombone plus the top note of the
Flute (if you look closely).

DAS BRUDER mit its two flutes—one set playing in octaves—and one set of

reeds puts out high decibel rating. Music maker weighs 1,500 pounds.
—The Console
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Strony Sallies
Into Silents
Concert Organist Walt Strony is dab
bling in silent photoplay accompani
ment. On October 29, at Richmond's

famed Mosque, the noted console artist
accompanied two classic comedies—
one starring Charlie Chaplin, the other
Buster Keaton—plus the perennial hor
ror classic The Phantom of the Opera.

Strony was accorded shouts of "Bravo"
and lenthy applause at the conclussion
of the performance which was spon

sored by Virginia Organ Society.
On November 18 and 19 he pres
ented concerts and accompanied a silent
comedy at the Hedback Theatre, India

napolis, for Central Indiana Chapter
David Kelsey

Ernie Wilson

Grand Lake To Have

Big Xmas Show

S.

Robert Johnson

Big Legit House Had Organ
by Jim Crawford
In one of the recent issues of The Console the Des Moines KRNT Theatre

Holiday Matinee,a program of seasonal music,fun and surprises is slated for
the Grand Lake Theatre, Grand Avenue at MacArthur Freeway, Oeikland,

was mentioned.It is still standing and an insurance company has purchased the
property. A television station adjacent to the big structure uses the theatre's
heating facilities and it appeairs that is the main reason the house hasn't been

Calif., Sunday, December 18 at 1 lam. Admission is $5 per person.

demolished.

The single performance is a benefit for continued restoration work on the Wurlitzer

Now that theatre has been sold the television station will have to move into

organ and features three console artists—David Kelsey, Robert Johnson and

new facilities yet to be built. It is presumed that when the move is made the

Ernie Wilson.

theatre will be torn down.

Theatre owner Alan Michaan, who has enthusiastically promoted and to some
extent underwitten installation of the Wurlitzer owned by Ernie Wilson, has made the

was moved to the Shriner's newer building many years ago. When the place

Originally the Shrine Auditorium, it had a four-manual Reuter organ which
became the KRNT Theatre in the 19405 it was called the largest legitimate

theatre available for the holiday show.

At the present time the organ is being played seven days a week during intermis

house in the United States. Its seating capacity was 4,200.

sion periods.

A future project now being blueprinted is installation of a hydraulic lift for the
three-manual console. Originally the Grand Lake's first Wurlitzer console was

mounted on another hydraulic lift. When that instrument was sold the elevating piston

was removed. The old pump system remained in the theatre but is no longer worth

PIPE ORGANS OUR BUSINESS
SINCE 1900

restoring and will be replaced..

Australian Organ Collector Looking
For Home For 3/24 College Organ
John Clancy, well-known Australian organ buff, who has Wurlitzer Opus
1879 installed in his residence studio, also owns a 3/42 organ purchased from
a university. He has it in storage and is looking for a suitable home to install it.
In addition to this instrument he has an all pneumatic action 3/10 historic
European theatre organ in storage, and just recently purchased a full size
two-manual reed organ that was built in Sweden in 1960. It has 14 speaking
draw stops, three swell pedals and five toe levers.
"1 have some electronic organs which
I use for teaching pupils. If they get good
idea that is ia many-sided entertainment
enough the can graduate to the Warfeature.'Tb
'They hire a large organ out for

litzer," he said.
The Wurlitzer, which he has had

the day, an
and then all of us who are
players can book in with an hour each

installed for the past 26 years, was the

and share ex
expenses. Photo fans can take

demonstrator organ in Australia and

picti
all the pictures
they want and tape

installed in Agent Crowles' home where

recorders can
ca spin the entire day soak
ing up sounds,"
sounc
Clancy said.

it was equipped with dual consoles plus a
third player console. It was sold to the
Civic Theatre in Auburn and was a

2/10 until threeextrarankswereadded.
Clancy has added five more giving the

we
"Last week
(late September) they
hired out Sydney
S>
Town Hall and the
5/128 orga
organ. It has just been rebuilt

almost half rmillion dollars, and is in fan
tastic voice.
voice. The world famous 64-ft.
tastic
reed, Contn
Contra Trombone, now sounds
out loud and clear. It compares to a'hot

used as a solo, or adds a brilliant blaze of

rod' motor bike
b
revving up. Of course,
no one can aactually hear the eight-cycle

fundamental
fundamental, but one can sure hear the
tremendous blaze of harmonics!"
tremendous

club in Wentworthville came up with an
—The Console
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Pipe Organ Installations

Just some of the specialties we offer:
# Cxtnsoies

•Regulators

•Tremolos
A Benches

over the past
pai three years at a cost of

organ a total of 18.
"A unique unit of the instrument,"
Clancy related, "is the Zymbale set,consisting of 183 flute pipes, which can be
harmonics when played in chorus."
Group Hires Organs
According to Clancy, the local organ

Custom Theatre and Classical

November 1983—

9 Chests

9 Trap Actions

2049 N. Marianna Avenue

Los Angeles, California 90032
(213) 222-7078

NOW HE TINKLES

James Adds New Dimension
To His Concert Presentations
Dennis James now 'tinkles' with glass—he's been learning to play the
Franklin-style armonica and plans to include it in some of his upcoming theatre
organ concerts and classical recitals. "It is quite difficult to play, but quite
rewarding as the tone produced is unlike anything ever heard before," he
noted. "Rosa Rio visited my home and was really intrigued with the instru
ment, though she was unable to even make a single note play on it.

Early Classified Ad
An advertisement appearing in the
August 8, 1914 issue of Moving Picture
World—$3,500 Organ Bargain—
Wurlitzer Style H organ for sale at the
biggest bargain ever offered. In first
class condition. Used a short time.

Competition compels us to get bigger
instrument. Olympic Theatre, Bellaire,

Ohio. (Price not stated—Ed).

Benjamin Franklin, Mozart, Bee
thoven, Mesmer eJI had an active inter

est in "glass music"....an almost lost

genre that is meeting anew with growing
popularity and was celebrated in the first
International Glass Music Festival at

Atlanta Buff Explains Olivera's Trip
To Miss.—Lauds McAlpin Show

November 5 and 6.
Dennis James was director of the fes
tival and also delivered a lecture about

"glass music".

The music Franklin produced on his
mechanical version of the glsiss harmon
ica inspired Beethoven, Mozart and

other noted composers to write pieces
specifically for glass instruments. Such
music can be traced back to the 14th

Century in Persia and to 1492 in
Europe. Amateur entertainers used sets
of wine glasses, fine-tuned with the
amount of water in the glass, and pro
duced a sound with an almost ethereal

quality by gently rubbing around the rim
with moistened fingers.
After attending a recital of rim-rubbed
glasses, Franklin invented his "Glass
Armonica," which consisted of a series

of glass bowls of decreasing size
mounted on a horizontal spindle placed
in a cabinet and rotated through water
by means of a foot treadle.

Through the 18th Century the armon
ica acquired an increasingly sinister rep
utation. Its tones were reputed to make
women faint, send dogs into convulsions
and even force performers into ezirly
retirement with nervous disorders. The

latter was subsequently traced to the
lead paint used on the bowls and
absorbed during a performance. By the
early 19th Century the instrument had
gone out of fashion. It is being revived
though, through imaginative composers
eind devotees of music history.
James, who will be in Los Angeles
during December for the run of the
Radio City Music Hall Christmas Show
at Shrine Auditorium, also has been tak
ing training in scuba diving and plans to
get some first-hand experience while on
the coast. His deep water dives may be a
bit on the chilly side—Southern Califor
nia weather took a slight nose dive start
ing November 20.

Landon^s Book Is
Out This Month
Behold The Mighty Wurlitzer—The
History of the Theatre Pipe Organ by
Dr. John W.Landon, was received from
the publishers as this issue was about to
go to press. It will be reviewed in the

1 was somewhat disappointed to read in a recent issue of The Console a

reference to Hector Olivera's visit to Laurel, Mississippi, for two reasons.The
first—everyone who has to make orgsui concert arrangements can appreciate a
situation wherein there is a management-artist contractual relationship.Those
who do not enter arrangements such as this may not realize that such a
relationship makes it difficult for an artist to have the freedom to enjoy himself
as "normal" people do. Our brief visit to Laurel was nothing more than a
weekend excursion from Atlanta to hear Dolton McAlpin's concert at the Jeff
Seale Studio. Hector happened to be home and available, so he and Alison
came along for a weekend of relsocation, and naturally Hector doesn't get
around many instruments he doesn't try.
The other part of my disappointment in the reported story deals with Dolton. He,
being the good old country lawyer he is, was in a very happy state and gave us a fine
example of the 3/13 Robert-Morton. I just regret that whoever sent in the item didn't
give Dolton credit for a nice concert that afternoon. And it would have helped dispel a
possible suspicion that Hector was there for a concert. Hector often stops in briefly at
places where organs are installed and does play them. These events are not adver
tised, nor is admission charged. But they are not publicized because of possible
management/artist misunderstandings with organizations that wish to engage the
organist for concert presentations.

Most of the theatre organists 1 have met are not the "type" to do this sort of thing
Hector does. They remain aloof from the people for whom they play. If the ice breaks
at all, it is usually with only one or two indivuals within a chapter or sponsoring group.
"Star" status is maintained cind the sheild it presents to their public is inviolable except
at the risk of rebuff.

In respect to his relationship with his public. Hector is unique. He is genuine. He is
outgoing and friendly and responsive to the people who come to hear him. And he
enjoys playing the organ to such a large extent that he would do it for nothing if he
couldn't get paid for it. He is a remarkable artist and a remarkable man.
He does something else no other practicing artist does—he doesn't pursue the tape
recordist with an unsheathed rapier and a court order. The first time 1 asked Walt
Molt, Hector's manager, and Hector about recording a performance at the Atlanta
Fox, Walt explained that they did NOT mind if a really good tape resulted, but
cheapie cassettes which would not show off the performance to best advantage could

Although 1 have recorded almost every performance of his 1 have attended, 1 own
every record he has ever made. In other words,the friends Hector makes through his
genuineness with his public has paid off in high attendance at his concerts and a host
of friends world-wide.

A prima donna he is not. Most who are, deserve the kind of public support they
attract.

Gets His Batteries Claude Newman
Dies In Minn.
A pacemaker has perked up Organist
Harry Jenkins emd the artist, on advice
of doctors, is gradually sliding back into
his teaching and playing routine. It was
reported last month he had been placed
in the intensive care unit of Naval Hospi
tal in San Diego. Jenkins clarified that
by stating he noted his pulse had sud
denly slowed and he was short of breath.
Calling the medicos, they advised the
hospital sojourn and subsequently
implanted the pacemaker.

December issue. The book, it was

"You understand," he declared,"that

like many toys of today, 1 came into the
world 80 years ago with 'batteries not
supplied'.At this late date they have now
supplied them!"

Post Road West,P.O.Box 5007,West-

Maryland, with Peter Moller Daniels.

"Pete has been very helpful to me and all
of us at the Capitol with regard to our
restoration of the organ. He took me up
to the "inner sanctum" where all their old

records are kept, and let me make copies
of any of the paper work associated with
our organ.

"Moller has ziU the history, and cor
respondence going back to the building
copy of the press release the firm issued
in 1927, plus the original specification
sheets."

Moller's press release noted that "the
organ is the largest theatre installation in
Central Pennsylvania and surpassed in
size by very few, and in musical variety
by none."
Using Organ
Madison noted that the 3/14 Moller
was played in ten Disney-oriented mini
concerts prior to and between showings
of Snow White during the Labor Day
weekend. "Response by the audience
was marvelous," he said. He also dis
closed that Capitol Organist Bob Eyers
is getting ready for a pre-show concert
during the presentation of the live stage
show Call Me Madame, which plays in
November.

Endorses Bureau

Through The Console's Concert
Bureau, 1 have been in contact several

times with Don Thompson. He will be
doing some concertizing in our neigh
borhood in January and again in March.
His only open dates conflict with another
stage presentation we already have set
up, but it appears we will have him in
March," Madison advised.
"I'm hoping that this will be the first of
a constant string of guest artists that we
can look forward to. 1 think that The

Concert Bureau is something that is long
overdue," he concluded.

be harmful.

announced, sells for $29.95 and may be
purchased from Greenwood Press, 88
f)ort. Conn. 06881.

Gordon Madison, owner of the

Chambersburg, Pa., Capitol Theatre,
recently spent several interesting hours
at the Moller factory in Hcigerstown,

of the instrument. 1 was able to make a

by James K. Jobson, Sr.

Capital University in Columbus, Ohio,

Old Moller Files
Give Information

Claude J. Newman, previous owner
of the 3/18 Wurlitzer recently moved
from Cedarhurst Mansion in Cottagewood, Minn., to the Proctor Theatre,
Schenectady, New York, died Friday,
October 21. He was 70 years of age.
A past president of Land O'Lakes
Chapter ATOS, he was an organ enthu
siast most of his life. His professional
career as an organist included a two
year stint at the Minneapolis Auditorium
playing for high school basketball
games, and later on he was relief and
part time organist for Cicero's pizza par
lors. He was the owner of Woodcraft

Hobby Stores of Minneapolis.

Bill Taber Subs
For Bill Biebel
Organist Bill Taber played a sche
duled concert at Grays Armory, Cleve
land for Rev. Bill Biebel, who had to
cancel his performance when his mother
was suddenly hospitalized. Taber also
had on his program Jim Timko at a
Baldwin concert grand piano. The pro
gram was sponsored by Western
Reserve Chapter ATOS.

Famed Apollo Is
Now Landmark
Harlem's famed Apollo Theatre, a
mecca for generations of the nation's top
black entertcuners, is a New York City
landmark. It was voted into designation
by the Landmarks Preservation Com
mission earlier this year. Completed in
1914, the theatre functioned as a
burlesque hall until 1935, when it was
named the Aprollo and began featuring
top black tcilent.

—The Console
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overwhelming success which indicates

wcoc—from Page 1

there is a real need for such a club." He

ATOS affiliation. WCOC will be exem

plary in its use of the vast resources,
both human and technical, which are

available to the local theatre organ com
munity. This is the third point in the
club's goals.

Limited Membership
Due to space limitations it has been
announced membership will be limited

to between 50 and 60. Membership is
by invitation and the requirement that
each member must attend three meet

ings per year is backed up by the threat
of forfeiture of membership at the close
of the year. Also, as part of membership

ERWIN WITH CREW—During Organist Lee Erwin's engagement at the
St.Louis Fox, members of the organ crew planted themselves on the bench and

ORGAN—from Page 1
a Fay Wray look-like contest. King
Kong cookies, a ten-foot high Empire
State Building cake, door prizes and the
massive Kong standing atop the theatre

Room For Club

Says CATOE Man
Is there room for another organ club

in Chicago? A member of CATOE,who
does not belong to the Windy City
Organ Club, says "could be!—at least
for socialabiity. This new group is try
ing. Leds see what happens. They are a
small contingent dissatisfied with
CATOE's operation.
"There are other clubs in this area but

refreshment chairman when called upon
(which, the prospectus advises, "proba
bly not more than once per year). This,

not many. This is not the first time a

group of people have severed from

Dues are $25 annually, plus $1 per
person (member and guests) attending

CATOE—actually this group is not
leaving. And for those other groups—
where are they now? Gone With The
Wind.' Time scattered some, others

each meeting. It is also planned by

came back to CATOE and a few

WCOC to publish a monthly newsletter.
According to John Novacek,
"response to our first meeting was an

departed this planet.
"There really is little reason for found
ing such a club. Their experience and
ability could be used to good advantage
in CATOE. I am not satisfied with all

that occurs, but since when did a volun
teer group operate smoothly?

marquee

Pre-show concerts were played by six
talented local organists—Gerry Marian,
Bob Ellison, Ed Plitt, Norm Kramer,
Jack Jenkins and Ken Iborg.
Stan Kann opened the series with

three great concerts and midway

the club for concert dates.

requirement a member must assist the

too, is reason for forfeiture.

in back of the console for a picture. They are—front row—Gerry Marian,
Organist Erwin, and Crew Chief MarlinMackley. Back row—Lawrence Craw
ford and Niel Gallagher.

also declared that organists coming
through Chicago are invited to contact

"As 1 have said—let's see what

happens.

Was There A School At
This Time?

^

through the event Lee Erwin accom-

Herman F. Stewart, the new pipe

t

organist at the Elite Theatre in Kalamazoo, is an accomplished musician, hav

panied the Gloria Swanson silent

photoplay Queen Kelly.

ing spent some time in studying the pipe

Work on the big 4/36 has been an

_

organ for accompanying photoplays.
—8/8/14 Moving Picture World

ongoing affair. The organ crew was sue-

cessful in rebuilding, prior to the open-

MHCSmm

"

Olivera Flayed

ing of the film series, the combination

action mhich incfuded off new slop

./

^

tablet contacts. "Double touch combi-

/

r

nation pistons on the Great posed quite

'l

Akron Nov. 26
Hector Olivera will be presented in

a challenge to the organists. To see the

combination action loorhing for(he first

g

concert at the console of the Wurlitzer

..silBB&Hfl|P

organ at Akron

time in 30 gears, along loifh euerg ranh

and percussion operational, luas uery
exciting," Gerry Marian noted.

this month. Curtain time and admission

iM

prices were not disclosed.

As usually is expected, a crisis had to
rear
ugly
the day before the
final shoto. Organist Ken Iborg came in

to practice on Sunday morning at 9
o'clock. He discovered the stop tab

DECORATED—Console of the St.Lou
St.Lot is Fox Theatre Wurlitzer has extensive
ormolu decoration applied to the console
consi shell. This photo, which was taken in

cable to the relay had been severed by

color, exhibits a well-cared-for keyde
keydesk.

the console lift screw. Marlin Mackley
contacted Lawrence and Deb Crawford

The organ has been played once since

and the duo installed a new cable. By
10 that night Iborg u)as practicing

the film events. Gerry Marian was at the
console for a party given 2,000 volun-

again mith a/1 tabs working.

teer ushers who worked at the Fox.

Releather Main Organ

Civic Theatre

November 26, it was announced early

] kHjjlBf

The theatre will be closed during
December due to lack of bookings. It
has been suggested that House Organist
BillTaber mount a special holiday pro
gram, but no action had been taken at
press lime.

Need Dulciana

After the film series ended Lawrence

Fox organ crew members are on the

Crawford and Gerry Marian releathered

lookout for a rankofWurlitzer Dulciana

the entire Orchestral chamber of the
main Wurlitzer. This chamber houses

pipes to replace the set which has been
missing for many years. "All the notes

most of the high pressure ranks. The
Solo chamber is their next objective and
they plan to have it completed before
next summer's film series opens.

on the chest are operational—and it
would be very nice if we only had the
Dulciana set to put in it so we could hear
that rank," said Marian.

Does Anyone Manufacture Morton Tabs?
A request has been received by The Console for information regarding the

Tom "Wibbels
Theatre Organist
IQ83-IQ8U
Goncert Oates Available

manufacture, marketing and engraving of Robert-Morton stop tablets. A Morton

tmpro international mc,

owner, in need of stop tablets for his console, wishes to obtain them and have them

P.O. Pox 1072 •flL'lunt In '40515•(210) OjO—tOOl

engraved. Readers who have knowledge of this type of service are asked to send the
information to The Console, P.O.Box 40165, Pasadena, Calif. 91104.
—The Console
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Crkina
If

K

II Hectof's
Big inHit
At Hail
George Blackmore Tico-Tico
and Hector Olivera appeared
EjitraoORGANza
night

Although under threat of 'Will it
close, Won't it close' (see Console,
August 1983), every advantage was

George Blackmore and Hector Olivera appeared in ExtravORGANza night at
London's Royal Albert Hall on June 3, playing Hammond organs with the Royal

Philharmonic Orchestra, and Jane Parker-Smith at the Royal Albert Hall pipe organ.

row, having a beautiful 3/8 Wurlitzer,

One of the selecbons was the Sinfonia Concerlante Op 81 by Joseph Jongen.
According to Cinema Organ Society Newsletter Edjlor Tony Moss,"the high spot of
the evening was Hector Oliver's Tico Tico, played first as a fuge, then in Hector's
native Latin-American tempo and cleverly modulated into the famous Flight of the

when, on October 2 it was heard again

Bumblebee as only he plays it. What an experience!"

taken of the Granada Theatre in Har

in full concert.

Kann Stars In Own TV Comedy Show

Not a sponsored concert this time—
ATOS

or

COS —but

H.J.B

Organist Stan Kann, famed for his long solo engagement at the St.Louis Fox
Theatre, is now Comedian Stan Kann. With Jim Peck, a game show host in TV

Management-presented,in concert Pau
line Dixon at the console.

programs, the two are featured in a half-hour comedy variety pilot. The Stan Kann

Due to film scheduling, concerts have
to be at the awkward Sunday time of
1pm. However this certainly did not
deter in any way,over 330 organ enthu
siasts arriving to enjoy a very full and
varied programme given by the artist.
Treated to Bach, Buddy Cole arrange
ments, lush, romanticballads and lively,

Show—Who Cares? Dean-Kann Productions is producing the program. Beverlee
Dean, Kann's co-producer, is a psychic who was once a program consultant to ABC
Entertainment.

^Learned Many Things
Building Organ BuffSays

jazzy numbers, using every possible
combination and rank,the audience was

Palos Verdes Estates (Calif.) Organ

given everything a theatre organ lover
could hope for. During the interval a full,
complimentary buffet was served.

1

recently dedicated Wurlitzer theatre

a. 1 *

O

f* 01*

A

M* 1^4-

organ were given a large spread in a lNOSlftl§lC INlgOl

At the end of her concert Pauline

received a well-deserved standing ova
tion and later was greeted by a long line
of enthusiastic patrons for whom she
signed autographs. The main comments

^

Buff/Owner Malin Dollinger and his ^p©riCl
Pauline Dixon

were—"it was great!" "We loved it!"
"Hurry back Pauline!"

special supplement Our Toion published

time for the Christmas

by the Palos Verdes Peninsula Press
October 20. Dollinger was interviewed

shopper, Vestal Press has issued its
j934 catalogue. Cost of the well-packed

by Reporter Richard Esposito and gave

^nail order book is $2. It offers many

him many facts and figures about thea-

including organ loaded books,

tre organs in general, his large fourmanual instrument and how it came to

records, etc., books on theatres,
railroads—in fact, for the two dollars

Yz

"What I've learned through this pro-

invested this volume also offers the

reader an interesting evening of nostalject," Dollinger said, is woodworking, gjg
discovering many things that
metalworking, electronics, acoustics probably will prompt bringing out the
and friendship. What has carried me

^heck book and order slips,

through is the friends I've had, about a

dozen people who have been devoted to Byitish Buffs LoSC
this tor several years.

Beyondthathe'slearned,too,thathis
wife is an exceptionally good sport and

wonderful Wurlitzer Widow. "My wife
Lenore has had to put up with her home
being literally taken over by this enda-

I

vor. She's really been wonderful, and I

announced the theatre has been obliged

thank her for that," he concluded.

to close due to continually dwindling
audiences for the film shows. The house

Elks Gets Organ
Marr&Colton Organ Company has
installed a new organ in the Elks Theatre, Mahanoy City, Penna.
-4/24/26 Exhibitors Herald

eatre i o

assic Organ
nation of a classical type
1 was announced recently by

of Youngstown (Ohio)Sympli
:d in Powers Auditorium,
jr Warner Theatre. The in;

, it was reported, will be shippei
York City. When Warner Brol
sd the house it was equipped w
itzer theatre instrument. The cl

rgan will be erected in the foi
itzer chtimbers.

After many years of publicising organ
concerts at the Scala Cinema, Rotherham, British theatre organ clubs have

has a Conacher organ, the last of that
"^ake remaining in a cinema. These
instruments, it has been said, compared
favorably to the Kimballs produced in
States.

Buffs Build Organ
For Small Cinema
Two f>eople are involved in making
pipework by hand for a small organ that
is being installed in the Bijou Cinema,

Mablethorpe,in Great Britain. They are
doing this rather than use second-hand

are undertaken."

Organist Planned
Own Service
Bill Million, popular Southern Califor

be completed, but the console lift has

nia night club organist, died early this
month following a long battle against

been in place several months, being the

cancer. He planned his memorial ser

first job tackled.

vice at least six months in advance of his

According to the news item appearing
in Northern News Sheet, official publica
tion of the Theatre Organ Club of Great

was terminal.

ranks. The relays and console are yet to

Britain, the console lift is about one-third

PICTURESQUE PALMS AND CALM CONSOLES—TLis artfoto was filmed

we need not fear loss of interest in the

cinema organ whilst projects of this kind

the width of the stage. On either side of
the screen curtains are tall narrow pan
els. The one on the right has been

passing when he realized his condition
One of his requests was for three

selections to be recorded by George
Wright. The famed organist answered
the request and the music was played
during the serivce.

by one of theatre organdom's ace shutterbugs who thought, when viewing the
tranquility of the transitory scene—the new four-manual keydesk coming in to

removed to form the sound outlet for the

replace the temporary two decker at the Sargent/Stark residence in
Hollywood—that it created a scene seldom seen, and thus recorded it for

"It is imagined that a fairly low wind
pressure will be used, but it should be

posterity.

adequate in that the guess is the cinema

Services for Luella K. Wickham,91,

seats only around 200 people," the item

well-known eastern seaboard organist

IN SEARCH OF A
BETTER WAY
Number Twenty
by Ray Sawyer

Previous columns in The Console have included a few favorite topics of mine—
Altitude, Control, ect. ThefoUowingmateritd will kick the subject of T«npo around a
while.

Much has been made and will doubtless continue to be blown up nearly out
of proportion when in the company of a certain level of music teachers.

The business of playing or inserting tempo while playing the organ may be
described as easiest while at the console, rather perhaps than on any other musical

organ, which will have four ranks.

Eastern Organist
Dies At Age 91
who died November 1 in Syracuse, New

noted.

York, were held November 4. A 1920

"Comments about the superb quality
of the pipework are confirmed by photo

graduate of the Eastman School of

graphs, and similarly of the windchests
and regulators. We didn't think that
wood of the quality was still to be had!

teacher and demonstrator with Goss

Of the three manuals, the Accompani

Music, she was an organ and piano
Piano and Organ Company. During the
silent film era she played organs in

ment will have second-touch, and the

numerous theatres. She was an honor

third will be a coupler; the stopkeys will

ary life member of Niagara Frontier
Theatre Organ Society.

also have second-touch for cancellation.

As this is not a factory-made job, our
correspondent considers it to be one of
the most remarkable achievements ever

ENCOURAGE YOUNG

in the cinema organ world, and adds that

ARTISTS^A TTEND

THEIR CONCERTS

instrument,

The term "inserting" is most suitable in this particular instance, due largely
that organ music is intended to flow while correct attention is payed to
continuity.

Continuity?? Okay, this term describes best the end result of much practice and
training to bring the artist to the point where his playing of a given selelction, ANY
selection, mind you, moves along at a steadily controlled pace. In other words, the

tune he may be playing may be started at a given speed, thus will need to be played at

SPECIAL LIMITED
EDITION...

this speed throughout the selection.

The exceptions to this statement will be solely when a ballad is being
attempted and when the artist strives for drama or expression he may hold as
slow a series of measures to allow this effect to make an impression.
Back to the main line of discussion, TEMPO. This will not further embrace the

units with programmed rhythm, moments when you are captive of the "tempo" you
select to match the type of tune you wish to present. TEMPO as such is almost always
the result of one's playing a given tune exactly as the notation indicates. In other

words, if you read you music and play the NOTES as they appear on the music very
suitable "time" will ensue.

Few students as such will have been given a built-in metronome. This is a

rather fiendish contrivance that is designed to remind you when your attempt
at playing certain styles of music wanders from the norm.

WURLITZER styled 3/Manual

One might approach the situation thusly: even before your teacher has initiated
you to the oddities of keeping "time" and you have hit upon a tune that you hope to
play, it is more than likely that you have already heard the thing. Primarily this is the

sole reason that you want to play it as well. Thus, you have listened to it being played
by someone else.

To successfully play a tune and possibly without the early benefit of the

Console Shells

Priced a.*2,995""r

eO.B. Ankeny, Iowa

guidance of a teacher, you may be able to recall how fast the tune went. Most

pieces of music have an indication of the tempo at which the tune plays best,
like Moderate, Slowly, With a steady beat. Ballad Tempo—almost all the
introductory terms are thus designed to give the performer a better idea of how
the composer wants his music played.

Very well, go by these suggestions, YET remembering as best you can how some
other organist played the thing, then do the same. Is there any reason not to go this
route? When you have perfected a given selection you also will have arrived at a point
where you may feel free or priviledged to employ a tempo of a manner of your own
while presenting a given selection.

That hunk of machinery you're seated in front of is designed to be solely an
extension of yourself—your hands and feet. See that it performs as such!
Talk to you again!

—The Console
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• Shell is made of Birch Plywood & lumber core
stock.

•Stop Rail is made for electric stop action.

• Supplied with music rack & key cheeks (key board
& bench optional).

ARNDT ORGAN SUPPLY CO.
1018 Lorenz Dr.

ANKENY, IOWA 50021

P.O. Box 129

(515) 964-1274

heyday.
The themes are played on theatre
organs by well-knowns, but also on the
new Hammonds, also by theatre orga

Concert

nists. Do the Hammonds sound good!

Bureau

That's because the organists were stick

ing to their good styles and musicianship
from pipe playing days, and the"Ham
mond Style" hadn't become known yet.
Before he died. Rath used an old
Hammond when KMBC moved to its

new studios and played it the way he did
the Morton. You would have went wild
over what came out of that electronic.

He orchestrated music on it, as he had
done on the Morton, and having con
ducted orchestras for Victor Herbert

when he was young. Rath certainly
knew classic orchestration!

There is no reason this cannot be

done on Hammond or any electronic,
but it seems those who have no connec

MARQUEE MADNESS—Sounds almost like a show title, but instead it's a
personality show with Organist Don Kinnier, Colonial Theatre, Phoenixville,
Pa. reclining on the Colonial marquee advertising his appearance. The Colon
ial also appears to be up to the minute with its attractions—the glass harp fad is
just being revived. {See story regarding Glass Armonica elsewhere in this

tion with theatre organs and the orches
tral approach from the past have
developed the 'electronic' sound, which

issue—Ed).

have a lot of enjoyment playing a non-

1 hate.

So don't blame the instrument. I Ccin

pipe-

SIGHT OF SOUND

Electronics Can Sound As

Good As Pipes If Played
Right, Keilhack Claims
by Don Keilhack

Not too long ago 1 stopped by Char
ley Porter's house here in San Diego

333 Kiwanis Circle

Chuluota, Fla. 32766
(305) 365-5006

Dick Cencibaugh
1015 West Alamos

Fresno, Calif. 93705
(209) 222-6351
Robert Eyer, Jr.
170 Colonial Drive

Chambersburg, Penna. 17201
(717) 264-7886
Andy Kasparian
305 Burnt Hill Road

Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003
Gordon Kibbee

3815 Valley Meadow Road
Encino, Calilf. 91316
(213) 789-3042
Dr. John Landon
809 Celia Lane

Lexington, Kentucky 40504

Haskins Buys
Another Morton

(606) 278-6245.
Jack Loren
P.O. Box 2201

Canyon Country, Calif. 91351
Dale Haskins, Milwaukee, Oregon, (805) 252-8244

who purchased and installed the former

Cheryl and Wayne Seppala

San Francisco Panlages/Orpheum
Robert-Morton at his home three years

La Mesa, Calif. 92042

ATOS, and the club now has it.
Alas, however, it's a wreck, and 1

ago, returned to the Bay Area recently
to bid on, purchase and tote home the

believe it is being broken up for parts.

2/11 Robert-Morton organ from Oak
land's Tenth Avenue Baptist Church.

and noticed a fzuniliar looking bench

In one of The Console issues not too

at his electronic console. It was from

long ago there was published a picture of

It was not learned if he intends to add

the Kansas City Radio Station KMBC

Ann Reiling sitting on the same bench at

it to the big Morton he already has set

Robert-Morton console.

the Morton when it was in KMBC stu
dio. The console and entire studio was

—from The Windsheet

When I was a teenager,I used to sit

New Listings
Dennis Awe

11050 Paseo Castanada

(619) 464-8573
Clark Wilson
3141 So. Herman Street

Milwaukee, Wise. 53207
(414) 481-8896

Corrected Listings
Dan Bellomy
311 Rosilie

later painted battleship gray. Ann and

San Mateo, Calif. 94403

sitting on that bench, do his nightly

Marie Singleton are two well-known
names. The former organist is still play

David Kelsey
%Jerry Wirtane, Mngr.

broadcast. It was a thrill because the

ing silent film programs in Kansas City;

P.O.Box 421281

organ screamed out into the sound
proof studio, nearly knocking you out

Marie is also still active.

San Francisco, Calif. 94142
(415) 861-0233

of your chair.

should take a recorder to Marie Singlet

Kay McAbee

on's place and get her life story. She not
only played the Newman Theatre from
Austin through Wurlitzer, but appeared

528 East 12th St.

in the radio station studio in the Pick
wick Hotel and watch P. Hans Flath,

His dramatic opening and closing

theme, which 1 play, 1 hope nole-pefect,
was the thrill of a lifetime, particularly

If anyone ever visits Kansas City they

Dve in the studio.

at the consoles of many other theatres,

Charley had me sit on the bench and
play the theme, which 1 did for Rath in

including a biggie in the great Lone Star

After KMBC moved to the new stu

first Hammond, I'm sure, in the U. S,

dio, which was out of the Pickwick

Marie went on to become one of the
best Hammondists in the country. You

Hotel, and the organ in storage, Flath
passed away and the new owners who
had purchased the station from Arthur
B. Church, were going to have the Mor
ton hauled to the dump. John Gilbert, a

staff organist—Flath had been Music
Director

for

the station

and

over

Gilbert—offered to take the organ and
the new owners agreed.

1701 No. Wilmot#2280
Tucson, Ariz.

Slate, and wound up working for Jen
kins Music Co. of K. C., and sold the

the studio once.

Lockport, 111. 60441
(815) 838-2610
Jim Riggs

should hear how she still plays.She and I
had a jam session at her home a couple
of years ago,and 1 think it was a classic..
She and so many others took a cultured
Theatre Organ style and applied it to

ART
LANDRY

CHARLES

^/l

W/LSON
MIGHTY
ORGAN

n\\\ 11 .' I'l .''Jy Scwaici
'7/ LLOYD
1

HAMILTO.N

talgia Records, Inc., 525 Main St., New

years, until 1 mentioned it to Wayne

Rochelle, N. Y. 10801; Vol. 2:

Dave Russell

Bob MacDonald

Ken Saliba

Dennis Minear

George Weisner

Publication of the Organist/Or

ganization Directory is planned for
January, 1984. The listings will

Get hold of the two albums of Themes

his garage in Kansas City for many

Bob Maidoff

Tony O'Brien

Hammond, when that instrument came

Like Old Times(Vol. 1: NR-1001, Nos

Hollywood, Calif. 90028
Need Information On

out, and with some beautiful results.

Gilbert kept the instrument stored in

George Wright
6565 Sunset Blvd., Suite #315

include the names, addresses, tele

phone numbers of all organists who

Gilbert —no relation to John—here in

V36020, Viva Records, Inc., 6922

DAYS OF YORE—This ad, taken

have been listed in previous months
as well as the organizations that have

San Diego a few years ago. He entered
into negotiations with John and bought
it. The organ was hauled to San Diego
and Wayne put it in storage until
recently when he made some kind of
- arrangement with San Diego Chapter

Hollywood Blvd., L. A., Calif.

from a San Francisco daily of 1925

responded to the request to be listed.

90028)—hopefully both firms are still in
business. Also, Radio Yesteryear, Box

for Loew's Warfield Theatre, gives

If possible, concert schedules will be

prominent space to organ soloist Cha

included. The lists will be sent free

11, Highbridge Station, Bronx, N.Y.

rles Wilson. Few such ads appeared

10452—these are actual on-air starts of

during the golden years of the theatre

upon receipt of requests with:
stamped, self-addressed return-

180 old radio programs from the

pipe organ.

envelopes.

—The Console
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ORGAN-IZED ADS GET RESULTS!
Orgonized Ads are published at a cost of
$2.00 for the first 20 words or less, and

83301. Tel. (208) 734-1822.

col details come through. Rhythmic drive and control

GOTTFRIED TIBIA CLAUSA 8', Magnificent tone, lea

are remarkable." Three current discs: "Road To

$1.50 for each additional 20 words or

thered lips, 73 pipes on 1D" wind, compares to Wur

portion thereof; no charge is made for
name, oddress and telephone numbers.
Ads not accompanied by payment are
subject to a service charge of $1.00,

litzer solo scale, $595; Kimball 16' Lieblich Gedeckt,

when billed by The Console.

12 notes with chest, 10" wind, $300; 8' Dulciana,

Music, Suite 2205,400 West Central Avenue, Wichita,

10" wind, excellent, $250; Wurlitzer relays and

Kansas 67203.(316) 264-2080.

switchstacks. Charles S. Fleck, 318 O'Donnell Lane,
Cinnaminson, N.J. 08077, or call (609) 665-51 10

(till mid night).

FOR SAIE
Bond Box—As is, has snare drum, triangle,maraccas,

tambourine, castanets, sleigh bells, cow bell. $200;

Vibraphone, 2S-note, as is, $1 SO; Wurlitzer 37-note
Clock (bars only, no action) $250. Drawer A, The

postage—Drawer B, The Console, P.O.Box 40165,
Pasadena, Colif. 91104

ELECTRICAL PERCUSSION SOLENOIDS—Voltage expres
sion controlled, therefore no swell shades needed.

Electronic controlled amplifier requires nominal acti

vating current therefore odaptable to all Organs.

GULBRANSEN RIALTO ORGAN with Leslie Speaker,

$1,800. Phone (714) 971-2401.
MAGIC IN THE SKY"—Terry Charles in a spectacular
theatre styled concert recorded live on the immense

HOLLYWOOD'S MASTER SHOWMAN—The legendary
Sid Grauman—by Charles Beardsley. The life and
times of the dominant and flamboyant movie-palace

five manual, eighty-five rank Ruffotti Organ in Saint

impressorio west of Chicago in the 1920's. Includes o

include: Washington Post March, Softly, A I A Morn

large selection of photographs, many in color.$25 at

ing Sunrise, Quiet Village, Climb Every Mountain, Her-

book stores. A Cornwall Book.

nando's Hideaway and more! He mokes this organ

Console, P.O.Box 4016S, Pasadena, Calif. 91104.

AEOLIAN Duo-Art Organ Roll—f/ie Harp Of St.Cecilia, good to fair condition, moke offer, plus

Wichita" & "One Billy Nalle" (Wichita); "Show Busi

ness" (Rochester). Each $9.00 postpoid: Billy Nolle

Poul Lutheran Church in Orlando, Florida. Selections

KINETIC BLOWER—1 h.p., 8" wind. Powered five

purr, coo and sting all in the same concert! Availobie

ranks. Compact. Priced to sell with single phase
motor, $50. Buyer to remove. Mass. oreo. 1-617-

in Stereo Cassettes at $10 including postoge and

379-0702.

Cousewoy at Sayshore, Dunedin, Florida 33528.

NEW! ROBERT-MORTON manual second touch springs

FOUR ORGANS—WURUTZERS—3/8 Opus 1591,
Flute, Tuba, Diapason to 1 6', Violin, Celeste. Clorinet,

and adjusting screws. Manufactured to original specs.
Springs—$20 for 61; screws—$55 for 122. Also

sold by the piece. West Coast Pipe Organ Co. 507

hondling from: Terry Charles, The Kirk of Dunedin,

Tibio Vox to 8,' five percussions. Icy Counter—
$20,000 or best offer; 2/7 Opus 1946 (Mpls. Arena]

Elizabeth Dr., Orange, Calif. 92667(714)532-3146.

16' Double Trumpet, 16' Tibio Plena, Post Horn, Clo
rinet, Violin, Celeste, Diapason to 8', 2'/: Octaves of

fant, 14 Newel! Pass, Willingboro, N. J. 08046.

XOHIER-LEIBICH Liberty Chimes/Harp, 49-note, in

PIPE ORGAN PRESENTATIONS currently hos available

movoble frame with costers. $500 or best offer. The
Console, P. 0. Box 40165, Posadena, Colif. 91104

Brass Piccolo, all large scale pipes, 20" wind. Toy
Counter, $18,000 or best offer; 2/5 Opus 1145,

Suitable for all percussions. Send SASE to N..A. Hel-

the following recordings of Don Thompson—

Flute 16', Trumpet, Tibia, Solicional, Vox to 8', three

Canadian Capers, (RTOS Wurlitzer), Showtime at the

LATEST NALLE ALBUM REVIEWS: Fanfare: "Nolle is a

Fox (Detroit), Arounbd the World (Ye Olde Pizzo

giant talent and the recordings are musts. His music is

percussions. Toy Counter, $11,000 or best offer; 2/4
complete, $6,500 or best offer. ALL ORGANS COM

Joynt, ex-San Francisco Warfield), Christmas at

marvelous, his rhythm flawless. Instrument and

PLETE AND ORIGINAL. DELZER'S, Box 1334, Bismarck,

Y.O.P.J., Moonlight Lullaby (Senate, Detroit), Toc

musician ore magnificent." Audio;"Textures let musi-

North Dakota 58502. Phone—(701) 223-3225.

cata! (St.Paul's), Songs of Praise (RTOS),Souvenirs of
the Pizza Parlor (Toronto). Disc or Cassette, $8.99
each, postpaid, from P.O.P. Ltd, 3678 Arcadian Drive,

NO ROOM FOR PIPES?

"R" contains hundreds of books; over 2,000 classical

Castro Valley Calif. 94546. Check, money order, VISA

BUILD A DEVTRONIX

tional reply coupons) for catalogue. OIF, 45 Norfolk

or W/C.

THE ORGAN LITERATURE Foundation's new catalogue

FOR THAT PIPE ORGAN SOUND

RODGERS 33-E Theotre Organ, 3 manual, four tone

and theatre organ recordings. Send $1 (or 4 interna
Road, Brointree, Mass. 02184.

ROBERT-MORTON Model 49C, horseshoe console, 2

THREE MANUAL REBUILT MOILER organ, 24 ranks, 45
drawknobs, 1 2 couplers, 30 pistons on three divisions
will be available for removal around March, 1984,to
the highest bidder who will be responsible for remo

manual, 3 rank, in twin oak cabinets. Toy counter,
glockenspiel. Recently releothered. Spencer Orgoblo.

val from the present location at First Presbyterian
Church, Bokersfield, Calif. Interest parties will be

Cobinets, Metal Bar Clock, Mint Condition. Coll (805)
496-7653.

located in San Francisco Boy Area, $6,300. Earl Ham-

sent specifications and bid forms upon request. For

mel, 1 Circle Drive, Carson City, Nev. 89701 (702)

information, contact Barbara Petker, 1705 Seven

teenth Street, Bokersfield, Calif. 93301, or call (805)

883-6729.

325-3200.

BENNET POST HORN $1,500; Gottfried English Horn,
$1,000; French Horn, $1,000; New York Paramount

It Pays To Advertise

4/m Crawford Wurlitzer Slave Console, restored,
best offer; Mills Nickolodeon restored, $3,000.
DELZER'S, P.O.Box 1 334, Bismarck, North Dakota
58502. Phone (701 ) 223-3225.

DONATION of three or four manual, 12 to 15 rank

REUTER 2/4 PIPE ORGAN 1920's vintage. Playing

organ for 2,800-seat Landmark theatre in Syracuse,

when removed. Professionally crated. $4,200.00 or

New York. Organ to be in repairable condition. Mrs.

best offer. West Coast Pipe Organ Co., 507 E. Eliza

Rose Bernthal, Landmark Theatre, 362 So. Salina

Street, Syracuse, New York 13201, or call (315)

beth Dr., Orange, Calif. 92667, or call (714) 5323146.

REVERBERATION

PAGE 3/9THEATRE ORGAN — Includes Diapason, Flu
te,Vd'O, Celeste, Tibia Plena, Tuba, Clarinet, Oboe

Horn, Vox Humana, Harp, Chimes, Xylophone, and
Glockenspiel. Will sell complete or as ports. Send SASE
for details to B. E. Howard, 428 Meadowview Dr.,
Lebanon, Pa. 1 7042, or coll (717) 274-2254.

FOR ORGANS
Solid state with controls for rever
beration and room size.
EVERY ORGAN SHOULD

O WN ONE.

Send for free flyer —

475-7979.

PHOTOS WANTED of theotres, unusual organ consoles,
organ chamber views, old theatre programs, news
paper advertisements, etc. Will consider purchase of
theatre and organ oriented collections. Write or call

The Console, P.O.Box40165,Pasadena, Calif. 91104,
(213) 794-7782.

WAREHOUSE SALE—Misc. church organ ports: con

WURLITZER 97-note Flute and 73-note Solicionol tre

soles, chests, pipes, blowers, etc. A wide selection!

ble pipes only; Chyrsoglott resonators/bars; Morton

Dice Boxes. George Brown, 1 734 Poplar Avenue, Twin

Call Bloine Ricketts, 1 (800) 637-8221.
ORGANS, INC.

WWv

WURLITZER 2/5 Theatre Organ, complete, two percus
sions, Style E console, plus miscellaneous organ parts,

6101 Warehouse Way ■ Dept. 25 ■ Sacramento, Calif. 95826

chests, different manufacturers. SASE to George

(916) 381-6203

Brown, 1734 Poplor Avenue, Twin Falls, Idaho

—The Console
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Falls, Idaho 83301. Phone (208) 734-1822.

WURLITZER RELAY —1926 or later for three-manual,

14-ranks plus. N. D. Lippert, Rt.#1, Box 537, Shingletown, Calif. 96088, phone (916) 474-3448.

RECORD REVIEW

Kelsey, Pure Trash Grab
Happiest Rating For Disc
by Ralph Beaudry
We've hardly recovered from Charlie Balough's great "1 Got Rhythm"
album and here comes another top-notch foot-stomper! The long awaited first
album with David Kelsey on keyboards and Pure Trash on trumpet, clarinet,
sax, trombone and percussions!
It's recorded live (but don't let that bother you for it's miked in close-up studio
perspective altho' you'll hear the applause and a few Thank yous and count-offs by
Kelsey) at both the Dock in Sauseilito, California, and the New Belle Saloon on Polk
Street in San Francisco (also in California—Ed).
If you've heard the group "live" you know what to expect.If you haven't let's

start off by saying it's not strictly an organ album.The jacket notes describe it
best—

"The happy pulse of jazz, the nostalgic rhythm of the Big Bands, a
disciplined dash of the Classics, a caring touch of the Blues...embraced by
wit, a bit of the silly and skilled musical arrangments."

We'd describe it as very sophisticated Dixieland! Each instrument gets its share of
"spotlight time" and, except for the organ solos in several numbers, Kelsey is quite
properly just part of the group.

We've had only one minor problem with the record...we really can't pick out which
cuts were recorded on the Allen at the New Belle and which are from the Dock—we

Wright Plays Two Wurlitzers
At San Gabriel In Unique
Studio Organ Premiere
George Wright world premiered his new residence studio Wurlitzer before
his concert audience atSan Gabriel Civic Auditorium,Saturday, November 5,
when he played both instruments—his studio Wurlitzer by means of tape
recording, and the San Gabriel instrument in person. The premiere took place
during the second half of his show.
—
—
He prefaced the unveiling by alluding ented, but had they done so it would
to the printed program that evening in
have been played as he was about to do
which it was stated that he would play

it—it was Shubert's Serenade.

both organs. This he admitted was an
impossibility; "even Ethel Smith
couldn't do it," he declared. His statement really amounted to a case of
semantics, since he did play both organs
in two Jesse/Helen Crawford-style duets
through the medium of his taped studio

Again the prolonged applause
brought him back for a second and final
encore which he soloed on the San
Gabriel Wurlitzer.
The first half of fiis program was
devoted to pop tunes and light classics,

instrument portion and the San Gabriel

tlsOfl t^CCOVds

organ physically.

Also during the preview portion of his

UtSC ijfl JW-OYtOfl

show Wright generously extended his
appreciation to those who helped him

Organist Clark Wilson has just compjeted recording an album on the 3/16

with his studio installation, citing in particular Richard Villimen, Porterville,Ca-

Robert-Morton pipe organ installation of
Pa^i Van Der Molen in Wheaton, llli-

lifornia organman, and Ken Kukuk, a

pois. The organ was originally installed

assume the great Hammond solos come from the Dock—shades of Jimmy Smith!
Side One of>ens with his "reveille" version of The World Is Waiting For The
Sunrise followed by a much slower tempo Tin Roof Blues, a jazzy Sweet Georgia
Brown, and then the Louis Armstrong-Ethel Merman version of Hello Dolly—if

local organ enthusiast whose technical

Logw's Fairmont Theatre, New York

ability is on par with the best of organ

City. Van Der Molen purchased the

you've never heard David's Merman imitation you've got a good laugh coming!

technicians.
The residence Wurlitzer tap>e was rep-

instrument from Richard Loderhose. A
release date for the album was not

roduced through a highly sophisticated

announced,

Following is an almost straight piano solo on Maggie Boogie and the side closes with
a short Cartoon Medley and a surprise.

Old Man River on side two begins as a pedal solo(or is that really a string bass?)
plus that great Hammond sound before the whole group comes in on the swingingest
version of this "classic" you'll ever hear! Drummer Doug Woods is next with the

electronic system. The organ's sound is

truly remarkable and decidedly beauU- ListCIier LaudS
Wright told his audience, and a four- Kourv Concert

lul. The instrument has 32 ranks,

manual console which was given super
electronic embellishment by Robert

really X-rated vocal rendition of After Hours followed by Jeepers Creepers and
ending with a stately tempoed Blue Skies featuring lots of piano and great solos by all

Trousdale, Tustin, California electron-

the artists, and another surprise!

ics wizzard. The console was built by

When we reviewed David's long out-of-print Flights of Fancy album we said we

hoped he'd get the message so more people could enjoy the totally happy sounds of
Kelsey. Well, this is it—it's the very happiest "must have" rating we expect to ever
give!

Mail orders at $9 plus $1 postage to Jerry Wirtane, P.O.Box 421281, San
Francisco, Calif. 94142.

★★★★★★★

Nourse Entertaining And
Educational On 'Tronix
Examples of Voices and Registration—Everett Nourse on the Devtronix Thea
tre Orgzm

Now, here's something different! A dandy 47V2 minute cassette which, while it's
designed to help sell the Devtronix electronic organ, is both entertaining and

i

How lucky can you get? I just heard a

Devtronix Organs, Inc.,of Sacramento. New Mexico. It was held at Phil
Wright also took his San Gabriel Maloof's Classic Hotd on the five man-

audience on a short trip through the f'• 27 -ank Roxy Tfreatre organ on

organ citing various ranks and sounding Sept. 27,in the beautiful ballroom wbich
them along with giving their individual holds 850 people and there were over
histories-where they came from, etc. 900; standing roorn only.

ju
If ofr»i.
u
Wright's second
half
the show
was
, .7 , X ,
II I
u
of interest, but could have been
j
j .1 .L
ij L
1
1
condensed so that he would have played

Charisma IS the
uonly
■ jdescnption
j- 1 can
think of for Rex. He had the audience in
i_i i
■ i
.u c .
~ .
his able hands from the first moment,
.i
f
d
j
»

the San Gabriel Wurlitzer more tban he

everything from Broadway to

y a arge segmen o is au lence. i

tlight, with great advantage with blue for

did, according to opinmns later voiced

Hockrrwth controlled the spo-

■ 7 oi

duets were, in a sense, not strictly in that

form.
In his presentations
of / Lovec To f^^apsody
In B ue.
,,
,, f •
J CL L
How many times have
Hear You Singing and Shubert s SereJ /. .a J out
.playing
I • on
..u;«
nade,
George started
his
. J- \ir
r.
lU
studio
Wurlitzer,
then ik
the ftapedA portion
,1
1 1
ik c..
cut out and he picked up on the San

for 15 minutes! He
■ • r.was
■ • called back for
,

three encores and left his audience want-

Gabriel Wurlitzer. It was comparable to 'og more.

The tape contains nine fully arrcmged "old standards" played by Everett, and you
can certainly learn a lot about counter-melody, fills and embellishments just by
listening, yet anyone who wants to know more about registrations will definitely find

the "change-over system employed in
..
. ..
. .1
1 /
motion picture projection—at the end ot

We counted over 35 registrations which Everett explains and demonstrates (it's

probably over 40 if you include the left-hand accompaniment registrations he also

, „,

ji

L

I

J ■

the screen, which appear as minor

scratches and the alerted projectionist
hits the change-over button and the

hard-sell pitch.

Side One opens with Rosalie, then on to the explanation and demonstrations of
indivudueJ solo voices and combiantions and closes with Who.

Side Two has seven complete selections(we won't list the names as the cassette
doesn't and it's fun to see how many you will recognize) and then has a short
demonstration of the Devtronix three-manual concert organ.

Thanks to Sam Evans of Riverside, Calif., for bringing this unique tape to our

attention. The cost,just $4.95 from Devtronix Orgems,Inc.,6101 Warehouse Way,
Sacramento, Ccdif. 95826.

,

,,

.

.

.1

i-

.

1

i

uquerque.

.. , ..

,. .

*salute to Ph.l Malool lor mak.ng it
Possi e.

High Priced Listening

Obviously the tape was made to demonstrate the "true theatre sound" of the
(p>ersonal taste would determine which one any individual might favor)—but it's not a

,

It was a thrill to Ire a part ot the
1
1 1
1j 1
opening of a whole new world ol organ

each red, markings on the film flash on

explains).

Devrtonix instrument—and we must state it is in a class with Rodgers and Allen

you seen a

standing
,r •ovation
. i uat intermission.
n j u iYep,
i

educationctl!

this is a master course in what sounds good on a theatre instrument.

c
y ue

ate in this fashion to present an
uninteruped full length show.
Wright's premiere idea was mainly to

Twenty-five cent pictures were inaugurated in Louisville, Kentucky on March
22 at the Walnut Theatre, a converted

show off his studio organ and obviously "legitimate" house. One of the attrache did so in this solo manner as the best
way have his audience hear it.

tions of the house is a $10,000 Wurlitzer unit orchestra. Organ recitals are

Audience response brought him back

given at 2:15 and 2:45pm daily except

to the console and be encored with an Sunday. Box seats are being sold at 50

arrangement of a piece he said he cents, but the rest of the house is 25
doubted Helen and Jesse ever pres-

cents. -4/4/14 Moving Picture World

—The Console
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if
acquired this valuable site and had the

building gutted and rebuilt into the
Forum, a new name for an ABC cinema.

GREATEST

OF THEM

ALL—

Quentin Maclean designed the origi

nal organs for ABC sind opened some
It opened November 1, 1930 with
of the 3/12 Comptons—at Savoy,
Melbourne Holman at a 2/8 Compton,
Dublin, Regal, Glasgow and Savoy,
not one of the builder's best it would
seem. Why back to a 2/8? No one can

tell me. When the organ was finally
removed in 1955 it was stored in a truck

ev • -^r,!. X

S4 - ^'
i- ;

by its proud new owner one night and
burnt. Exit one famous ABC Compton.

A

A curious tall cinema with two balco
nies, this house ended its career as a first

Sf«ai«p^.^BejTBK

run ABC house only this year, 1983,
with just 50 people in the audience, plus
INTERIOR of the Savoy, Dublin
when opened November 29, 1929.
House seated 2,792 and had a 3/12

PART TWO
by Ian Dalgliesh

an electronic organ solo to remind one of
its former glories!

A huge decorative fan ceiling over the

Liverpool.

stage housed the Compton when it was in
the cinema.

Foort Opens A 3/12

On May 15, 1931 occurred the grand
opening of one of the most beautiful cine

mas within the ABC circuit, or for that
matter any chain, in the British Isles—

the magnificent Forum in Liverpool.
Reginald Foort launched the superb
3/12 Compton—without overstage
chambers. Even the organist's dressing
room was next to the organ!

Quentin Maclean was dispatched Compton. It opened with "all talking
north to open a splendid 3/12 Comp- all dancing" sound film.
ton in Glasgow's Regal. The organ
was designed by Maclean together rior. The cinema opened November

The instrument was a splendid refined
concert-type Compton and the largest
theatre organ to grace the City of Liver

with Compton's Jimmy Taylor and
was first seen and heard at the Savoy

29, 1929. A 3/12 meant that ABC
were not going to be too mean as 12

Lord Mayor, was mostly responsible for

Cinema in Dublin, the Irish Republic.

ranks over here is comparatively

It was ABC's one and only step out
side the United Kingdom.

large.

pool. Ernest Shennan, later to become

the design of this his best cinema
building.
Maxwell Appoints Architect

Maclean Opens Another Savoy
On the first of August, 1930, Maclean
atmospheric seating 2,792 and opened another splendid semicreated quite a stir in Ireland. F. C. atmospheric for ABC, the Savoy
Mitchell was the architect, and W. E. Cinema in bustling Brighton, one of the

Architects were various for ABC at

The Irish house was a Venilian

Greenwood created theVenitian inte-

this time, but by now William R. Glen

had left his Scottish partnership of
Gardner and Glen where he had created

Britain.

many cinemas for Scottish Cinema &
Variety Theatres,forerunner of the ABC

Again, it was a 3/12 Compton and
clearly indicated that Compton had won

chain. After leaving the partnership he

over other builders.Even the opposition
Gaumont-British chain ordered Comp

the new architectural department at

ton organs and this gave the British

of our finest major cinemas.
He is famous for his many beautiful
Regals and Savoys, the favourites of

greatest seaside resorts in

was appointed by Maxwell to overlord

ABC and became responsible for many

builder a strong lead which continued

unabated until World War II when organ
companies changed over to

war

many enthusiasts over here. Glen's crea

contracting.

JOHN MAXWELL, chairman and
founder of ABC.

tions ranged from his Paragon, Glasgow

Everything ABC and G-B did was

of 1912, to the Turkish Mosque style of

copied with envy by all other circuits.
The second largest city in England is
Birmingham, and in 1886 a temperance

the Kevin, Glasgow. Incredibly, Glen

hall was built but the public didn't want
uplifiting that badly so it was rebuilt into
the Regent Theatre. During 1930 ABC

November 1983—

was responsible for hundreds of other
major ABC houses.

3/12 Compton in ABC's Savoy, Dub

The Regal name was in the fore, and if
there was one in a city where ABC

lin, Ireland.

decided to build another cinema it was

H. ALLBAN-CHAMBERS at the

■

••

ABOVE—The Brighton Savoy seated 2,560 when first opened. BELOW—In
1950 the house was remodeled, the Compton organ removed and an "ABC"
Hiunmond installed—possibly for the premiere of the remodel job or long run
epic films. It is now a five unit complex.

m

.—rwe f."

called the Savoy. If another chain
already had one by that name then ABC
declared they liked the name Ritz!

demanding in having such a high profile

Whilst ABC were not as severly

They were, however, keenly organ

almost functional styled as Oscar
Deutsch and his expanding Odeon
Cinema chain, they were perhaps more

minded. Virtually every major ABC
house had an organ. True they were
smaller later on but they were very well

elegant, quietly conservative with their

designed and very powerful.

as Odeon.

Very Orgzm Minded

rounded comers, stepped ceilings and

By the time the delightful Regal Tor

pastel coulours, softer exteriors—less

quay opened on July 31, 1933 a new

ENTRANCE to the Forum was incorporated in office and shop building, not BIRMINGHAM'S FORUM had an incredible fan or peacock ceiling that
very often done in England. It was rebuilt into this cinema from an 1886 masked chambers of the eight-rank Compton. Enthusiast who removed organ
temperance hall. The cinema closed during the Spring this year.
stored it in a truck which caught fire and destroyed the instrument.
—The Console
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A FAIRLY CURRENT VIEW of the former Forum, Liverpool. It was opened

SIDEWALL art deco decoration in

on May 15, 1931 with a big civic splash. Ernest Shennan, who became Lord

the Forum balcony shows Chrysler

Mayor of Liverpool, designed the house.

Building in New York City.

%

f

.\1
• #

BERTE JOHNSON was organist at
the Liverpool Forum.

ABOVE—Proscenium of the Forum. Its 3/12 Compton had overstage
chambers and the organist's dressing room was next to left side Solo Chamber.
Glass surround was added to console in 1933. BELOW—FORUM DOME

with projection ports. This cinema has one of the longest"throws"for projec
tors in Britain. The house seated 2,200 before it was tripled.
style of organ had emerged from the

Consoles were all centered in orchestra

North Acton works of Compton. A 3/11

pits on lifts. Earlier consoles were given

with Solo Cello attachment and the first

the glass surround 'face lifts'. Examples
were Liverpool and Birmingham
Forums, and the Brighton Savoy.

of ABC's specially designed illuminated
glass surrounds.

Yes, it was ABC who had every organ

Melotone Introduced

from then on furnished with illuminated

On November 26, 1934, Gerald

consoles. They didn't start the idea off
but decided every instrument must have

Shaw, then organist at the Regal, Glas

one, and virtually every one did. All the

equipped Compton at the Regal, Paisley,

gow, opened a 3/6 & Solo Cello-

same style. If one of a different design Scotland. The organ caused a sensation.
was found it was because ABC had No, the glass console didn't catch fire,
taken over the cinema from another but the trade were surprised at the huge
chain.
sound from just six very unified large
Chambers were mostly found at one scale ranks of pipes. At the time ABC
side of the auditorium—Solo over Main. had great success with the 3/10 Comp
Earlier ABC houses had overstage ton at the Ritz, Leeds.
chambers with the Solo left, Accompani
It was ABC who introduced the Melo
ment right. There were later many under- tone electrostatic unit, using two tenstage jobs, a favourite over here. inch engraved discs, to the world in June
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lovely typical ABC super, but Glen had
stuck the organ chambers up in the roof
over the stage. Organ Builder Compton

ABC RITZ, LEEDS

himself had to be called down from Lon

don to devise special metal tone chutes to
deflect the sound which was trapped up
in the roof and not getting into the audito

i ,

^

rium. It was a fine instrument but spoilt to

some extent, so the late Reginald PorterBrown told me. Porter-Brown was one of

the greatest names to play for this vast
chain which had three of the biggest
"Reggies" on its books—Foort, PorterBrown and New. Some line-up!
By August 5, 1935 the Regal, Waltham Green, in West London, opened
with Charles Smart at its console. The

organ was a copy of the marvellous Pais

ley instrument, but now sporting the Melotone unit which was still called the
Electrone at this time.

The famous 3/6 & Melotone "Stand

ard ABC Organ" had arrived and so the
rest was history as we know it. This style
REGINALD PORTER-BROWN at

the console of the Torquay Regal
Compton.
1935 at the Forum, Southampton. This
also caused quite a stir in the organ
world. Anything Compton now did was
news.

Forum Faulted

The Forum, Southampton, was a

was not exclusive to ABC but because

other chains also bought this model it
became the most popular instrument pro
duced by Compton or any other theatre

TYPICAL QUIET ELEGANCE was the palms auid fems in their wicker
baskets along with wicker furniture and patterned carpets in the Leeds Ritz.

organ builder in Europe. It was the
money spinner of them all.
ABC started ordering batches of
them. This had never been done before. 1
have discovered there were several

m

orders of four and several of eight at one

THE RITZ in Leeds, Yorkshire, opened November 19, 1934 and had 3/10 &
Sollo Cello Compton. The Ritz is now a multi-complex.
AN EARLY EIXAMPLE of William Glen's Regal design is the ABC Regal,

Torquay in Devonshire. Reginald Porter-Brown becaune famous for his broad
casts on the Compton installed here.

,

HANDSOME INTERIOR of the Regal, Torquay. The house opened July 31,
1933 and the organ was one of the finest 3/11 Compton ever built.

RITZ LEEDS, NOW INSTALLED in the Nina Trott residence at Markfield,
Leicestershire, its studio has been named 'Elstree' which was the name of
ABC's film studio. It is a popular venue for concerts now.
—The Console
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time. Only the war stopped it all.
You can make a hobby over here of

THE ABC STYLE

discovering ABC cinemas that William
Glen designed with chambers, blower
room and even lift shafts sunk that didn't

receive an organ because of the onset of
hostilities. 1 know. 1 am still trying to list
these Houses.

Advertisements

were

placed in the trade press listing organs
which failed to arrive due to the war effort

when Compton was drafted into war
work.

To be continued next month

Animal Pacifiers
For Christmas
Organist members of Central Indiana
Chapter ATOS,Indianapolis, are being
asked to volunteer to play the organ for
Christmas at the Zoo December 9

through 18 from 5 to 9pm daily. This is
the tenth year the local ATOS unit has
furnished organists for the event.
JOSEPH FLITCROFT ghown at the

console of the 2/8 Compton in the
Birmingham Forum. Organists com

plained the instrument was 'hootey
and fluty'.

ABC'S UBIQUITOUS STANDARD 3/6 & Melotone model Compton pipe

organ. The first prototype was seen at the Regal, Paisley, Scotland in 1934.
Large scale ranks are Metal Tibia, Flute, Diapason, Viola, Tuba and Muted
Trumpet, heavily unified, producing a big sound and obviously successful.

★★★★★★★★
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Special Weekend Music
The Elite Theatre, Shattuck and
Vine, Berkeley, California, is entertain
ing its patrons with piano and violin
music on Saturday and Sunday
evenings.

—8/8/14 Moving Picture World

l«l
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ABC'S FORUM in Southiunpton opened June 22, 1935 with Richard Tauber
in stage show segment and Reginald Porter-Brown at the console. It was a
typical big town Brst run deluxe house with restaurant. Now it's tripled and
still a money maker.

THE ONLY MODEIRN BUILDING in the crowded dingy suburb of Walham
Green was ABC's Regal, the only bit of luxury and comfort for many souls in
this Victorian area. The cinema has ended up as a Jean & Shirt Shop.

I .1 /////./ /■/„/

INTERIOR OF THE FORUM in South2unpton showing the 3/10 console in

solo position on its lift. Special tone chute had to be built for this 2,000-seat

WALHAM GREEN REGAL seated 1,929 and was equipped with a 3/6 &

house.

Melotone Compton pipe organ.

—The Console
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Crawford's

Playing
Analyzed

musically mediocre. The orchestra,

structed on the colossal scale
scale which
which is
is

under the baton of Mr.Rudolph Kopp,

characteristic of all the Balaban
& Katz
alaban&Katz

the audience, then, during the balance
of the show, is lowered until it is nearly

seemed to feel that this was the case,

productions. There was no apparent

out of sight of the audience,

and played the number accordingly,

reason for this act, and, as a whole, it

was very cheap and unworthy
vorthy of the

Jesse Crawford's solo was—
Question: When Will the Sun Shine
for Me?—Answer: Morning Will
Come. It was the usual popular song,

written regarding the artistry of Jesse

which was greatly at variance with
their usual splendid finese, brilliance,
and musicianship.
July Fourth Mode
This being 4th of July week, there
followed a short reel subject. The Star

Crawford. The following review by

Spangled Banner,showing a history of

Organist D. Kenneth Widenor, pub

our flag. This was nicely handled by the
orchestra, musically interpreted by bits
of various patriotic and national melo

There have been numerous critiques

lished in the November, 1923 issue

of American Organist provides
interesting reading. It is obvious
Widenor, although a fan of Crawfords, could see his faults as well as

his virtues in organ playing.

Photoplaying Critique

dies, and brought to a successful climax
by playing a just a few bars of the
national anthem—just enough to
make it unneccesary for the audience to
rise, as the customary mark of respect.
The

first

act

was

the

Dennis

Sisters—three girls singing several

Crawford At The

Chicago Theatre
by D. Kenneth Widenor

The Chicago Theatre, the largest

popular numbers in harmony. Their
voices blended well, and their work had

an air of refinement which is usually
lacking in acts of this character.
The news followed. It is usually very

Chicago Theatre. A male
:quartette, in
white sailor costumes sang
ng a couple of
popular numbers, follwed
:d by six girls
also in sailor costume, who
dance.
10 did a dance,
Then there appeared a couple
ouple of male
dancers, who went through
ugh the usual
sailor's horn-pipe, and various
various other
other
sailor dances. All the performers
in the
:ormersinthe

one number out of the two. Mr. Craw-

ford's work in playing popular songs

identical

and ballads, with the screen slide

costumes—they were allI just "gobs"
Then there was the big finale, during
which the whole sec (i.e.
;. the 'Dreadnaught') moved forward
ard to the
extreme front of the stage
;e apron, with
bells ringing, whistles blowing,
>lowing, guns

accompaniment is admirable, and in

act

were

dressed

in
n

with the words of the song thrown on
the screen. Only, in this case, Mr.
Crawford had taken two popular songs
and cleverly combined them to make

moving, etc. the big "thrill"
irill" coming
when searchlights of enormous
lormous candlepower, placed in the mouths
Tiouths of the
cannon, were trained on the audience.

After the uproar had quieted
)uieted down,
lashed on the
the feature picture was flashed

this particular field of organ solo work
he is doubtless without a peer,
The words of the song are flashed
upon the screen, two lines at a time,
with the syllables all carefully divided,
wherever there is a different musical
note for each syllable. The signal for

the change of slides is given by somebody in the orchestra who has a connection with the operating booth,
Thus Mr.Crawford is able to devote his

brief at the Chicago,and,although usu

screen. It was A Man Of
Action, with
'Action,

and finest in the Windy City, is

ally well played by the orchestra, is not

advertised as The Wonder Theatre of

accorded a place of primary impor

the World, and in size and seating

tance on the program, and is never
suffciently interesting to excite enthu

.s said about it
Douglas McLean. The less
the better. Immediately following
bllowing was
the comedy—Ben Turpin,
in, in HomeMade Movies. The orchestra
lestra usually
opens the feature picture
e at the Chi
Chicago, the organ plays the majority of it,
then the orchestra closess the picture,

entire attention to the interpretion of
the song, and rarely, if ever, looks at
the screen. In addition, he always
memorizes the song he is playing,
With the wealth of resources available
for such kind of work, on the Chicago
Theatre Organ, Mr. Crawford never
fails to make his number interesting, as
his effects are always varied.

capacity is second only to the Capitol
Theatre in New York. Naturally one
expects much from such an
institution—and, usually gets it, too.

siastic commentCrawford Next

However, the writer feels that the

his organ solo. As the main purpose of

and opens the comedy,
', which the

program which is the subject of this
critique was not up to the usual high

organ plays through.

ment, but as it was the last one seen

this critique is to review Mr. Craw
ford's work, I will hastily deal with the
balance of the program and then
return to the work of the organ and Mr.

before leaving Chicago, and the only

Crawford.

standard of Balaban & Katz entertain

Mr. Jesse Crawford was next with

Heavy Piston Use

Without A Peer
eer

He uses his combination pistons

igo Theatre is
The organ at the Chicago

throughout his number, usually chang-

a large four-manual unit.
. The console

ing the combinations of his registers
every four or eight bars of the music,

is at the extreme right foreground
'oreground of

is

This requires the setting up of new

must stand.

was treated to an act entitled, Fun

mounted on an electric elevator.
devator. Dur
Dur-

The Overture was Adam's If I Were
King, a dull and uninteresting number,

Aboard a Dreadnaughl. The set was
the typical battleship set, only con

ing the organ solo the console
nsole is raised
so that the performer is in full view of

combinations every week, to avoid
monotony.

one for which we have taken notes, it

After the organ solo the audience

the

orchestra

enclosure,
are, and

The outstanding feature of Mr.

ffor,ifinplayingsolosofthischaracter
Crawford's numbers is that the melody

of the song is always plainly
discernable—even to the most musi

cally ignorant. This is as it should be,
the melody is obscured, there remains

nothing of any interest to the audience.
Perhaps the next most noticeable fea
ture of his song interpretations (as he
styles them) is his sense of rhythm.It is

accurate, unerring, and pronounced—
never distorted or exaggerated. Mr.
Crawford usually keeps his work
within the confines of good taste, and
there is an unmistable atmosphere of
musicianship about everyting he does.
It is the woeful lack of these character-

istics which makes the playing of such
ballads and popular songs (as solos) so
lamentable among the great majority
who attempt to do this kind of work.
There is also a certain repose in his

playing, a feeling of poise and assuranee, which is subconsciously conveyed to the audience, which makes his
playing all the more enjoyable to his
Unpublished Accompaniment
Mr. Crawford's solos may be said
roughly to consist of melody and

accompaniment. The melody has
been spoken of already. The accompaniment, however, is alwyas a dis-

tinct entity. It is never the kind of
accompaniment which is written in
the publishe copies of the songs. The

—The Console
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Crawford

RECORDINGS BY

accompaniment consists of elaborate
figurations and counter-melodies, all
of which are carefully worked out in
advance and exactly adhered to—

nothing is left to chance, or the
inspriation of the moment. At the
same time, the original harmoniza
tions of the printed copy are always
carefully retained.

Registration Genius
In the matter of registration, Mr.
Crawford excells. If he is playing a

Honored As "Organist of the Year, 1983" by ATOS

light,fast one-step,the registration fits
the mood of the number. There are

Flutes, Piccolos, Xylophones, Piano

(incorporated in the organ proper),
and a combination of which Mr. Craw

ford is very fond—which he often
overworks—that of using the Kinura,
with its rasping,harsh, nasal cone qual
ity, in combination with other stops.

THE LAST RECORDED PERFORMANCE
OF THE NEW YORK PARAMOUNT

THEATRE'S MAGNIFICENT 4/36
WURLITZER PIPE ORGAN

Of course, the Kinura will not blend

Ml

with other stops—its voice is unmis
takable whenever it is heard. Yet there

is no denying but that it adds a punch
or zip or tang to a registration, which
nothing else will give. Mr,Crawford is
also very much inclined towards the
use (one might say overuse) of sub-

Selections from Brigadoon,
Paint Your Wagon, Gigi,
My Fair Lady and Camelot

octave couplers, or 16' tone, which at
times predominates to such an extent

(RECORD OR CASSETTE)

as to become quite noticeable and to
overbalance the fundamental tone,

making it heavy. But these occasions
are fortunately rare. If the number is a

THE RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL ORGAN

waltz or a ballad (in 6/8 or4/4 tempo)
there are the Vox Humanas(or should

we say 'Vox Humani?)—which of
course are of primary importance in

such numbers, the flutes, occasionally
the keen, shimmering Strings—the

A BRAND NEW RE-PRESSING
IN ENHANCED STEREO.

latter usually used in combination with

11 SELECTIONS, INCLUDING
Fantasie-lmpromptu, Satyr Dance
Stranger In Paradise, The Continental,
Serenade (from Student Prince) and

other cone colors rather than individu

ally, or separately, and such percussion
stops as the Harp,Chimes, and Glock
enspiel or Chrysoglott.

m

Mr. Crawford makes very effective
use of the swell-shades for his expres

Yesterdays

sion, although the effectivness of his

numbers does not depend entirely

SPECTACULAR
SOUNDS

upon this one device for their success.
In other words, he is not a slave to his

expression pedals. His nuances and
shadings are just as much a result of

careful rhythmical and technical con

ON THE RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

sideration, as they areof theproperuse

WURLITZER THEATRE ORGAN. THIS

of the well-shades.

In one respect, though, Mr. Craw
ford errs. From close observation, on
many occastions, the writer has noticed
that he almost invaribly uses his swell-

shades all hooked up together, by
means of the Crescendo Coupler.
There is little or no attempt made to

STEREO DISC FEATURES

10 SELECTIONS, INCLUDING
Ritual Fire Dance, Granada,
Slaughter On Tenth Avenue,
It's De-Lovely and September Song.

use the individual expression available
in any one organ, or organs. The cres-

cendos and diminuendos always seem
to be 'en masse'.

Deplorable Glissandos
One of Crawford's pet devices or

tricks is the deplorable vice of a glissando, portamento, or slide between

ORDER

U.S./CANADA

OVERSEAS

$10 each

$11.50 each

$18,50 for any two

$20.50 for any two

$25 for any three

$27.50 for any three

U.S. Funds Only
ALL PRICES POSTPAID

successive notes of a melody. In vocal
music, or on the violin,'cello, or crom•How about Voixes Humaines, or
Voxes Humana, or Voxes Humani, or
even Menschenscimmes?—Ed.

—The Console
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MILCO MUSIC CO.
P.O. BOX 32•CLOSTER,NEW JERSEY 07624
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Crawford

Concert Features
10-15 Year Olds

tH'

bone, there may be a legitimate use for
such, but assuredly there in none wha

In Perth, Western Australia, recently
a concert featuring promising young

tever upon a keyed instrument, espe

cially when overworked, or used to an

musicians aged 10 to 15 was presented

excess. 1 say, assuredly none, when

on the two-manual 12-rank Wurlitzer

presenting a musical number appar

theatre pipe organ installed at Karrinyup

ently in a dignified musical way, as a

Community Centre. A joint promotion

solo for the approval of an audience.

by the City of StirLng (owners of the

For the purpose of burlesque or mim

centre) and the Theatre Organ Society

icry, such as playing a comedy (on the

of Australia, Western Australian Div
ision, the concert was such a success

screen), or certain situations in a pic

ture, this device can be used effectively,

that TOSA gained some new members

but there is no excuse for such an

and sold a number of tickets for their

assault on musical taste in a legitimate
solo number. Fortunately, Mr. Craw
ford is to be congratulated on his good

next concert, the Tom Hazellon show.
Both owners of the Wurlitzer, John

Fuhrmann and Ray Clements,each well

judgment in doing less and less of this
from week to week.

His work in playing pictures is of
another kind entirely. His playing for
pictures consists solely and almost
exclusively of improvisation. It has
been only on rare occasions chat the
writer has ever heard him play a writ

ten composition during the course of a
picture—either features or comedy.
Usually when he does play something,
it is because of a direct cue in the pic

ture. 1 may bring upon my head the
wrath of many theatre organists by this
statement, but i firmly believe that
improvising by theatre organists,
except in rare cases, should be conspic
uous by its absence.
There are, of course, places in cer

tain pictures which can be best musi
cally interpreted by improvisation on

the organ, but they generally consist of
short bits, connecting situations, and
situations for which no written compo

sition can be found to exactly fit. These
places however, are the exception
rather than the rule. With the wealth

of all music literature ar the disposal of

the theatre organist—music composed
for the orchestra, piano, organ, violin,
and voice, and written by all the great

masters of composition who have ever
lived—what possible excuse is ther
(except that of laziness) for an organist

respected local organists, are keen to
RETURNED BY POPULAR DEMAND—Although Rob Calcaterra played a
series of concerts for Baldwin Piano and Organ Company in New York last

foster interest among the younger gener
ation in the Wurlitzer and as a conse

February, public response was so great that Rob was brought back for another

quence they spend many hours with the

concert series recently. In addition to concerts, he taught registration and
arranging for the Baldwin firm. He is pictured at a Baldwin theatre organ

the best from the mighty beast.

during one of his sessions.

young artists showing them how to gel

According to John and Ray the look

—photo by Jack Huff

of wonderment and delight on the faces

scuff in comedy playing (i.e.—

the Karrinyup instmmenbt for the first

Uses Great Variety

glissandos for comedy falls, accerapced

time made the whole project worthwhile.

He uses great variety in his registra
tion, let it be said greatly to his credit,

imitations of the various noises made

Each of the youngsters received a

by barnyard animals, etc., which seem
CO be the principal stock in trade for a
number of theatre organists. He real

cassette recording of their performance
which also contained a recording of a

izes that it is as improper to abrutplcy

instrument that was once installed in the

Rialto Theatre, South Pasadena,

mentioned, an overuse of 16' tones)

stop his musical accompaniment to a
comedy, to seucre a doubtful effect, or
to pull a laugh out of the audience, as it

and as to the volume of tone. Then

would be if an orchestra which was

there is one fault which is noticeable,

accompanying a comedy would scop
completley every time the drummer
wanted to get an effect.

of the young organists when they played
use of the double couch.

and obtains some striking and interest

ing effects with his various combina
tions of registers. His registration
however is inclined to be heavy, both as

to the pitch of his registers (as before

even to non-musicians. When finish

ing a certain situation on the screen,

just before the next title is flashed
upon the screen, Mr. Crawford will
stop playing entirely—ostensibly to

change his registration—he will be
busily engaged in changing stop-keys,
until well into the next scene, when,

after a noticeable silence the organ will

start again. When used to heighten cer

Note-Perfect Playing

Mr. Crawford's playing, as a whole,
is as nearly note-perfect and absolutely
accurate as any theatre organist the
writer has ever heard. In hearing his

work a number times during the past
season, I have never yet heard him-

George Wright concert on a similar size

California.

—from Keyboard World, Australia

The "First" Biggest
The largest Hope-Jones Sym

phonic Orchestra in the world is
being installed in the new Vitagraph
Theatre (formerly the Criterion) in
New York City at a cost of $30,000.
A short recital will hie given at each
performance.

—2/21/14 Moving Picture World

play a wrong note or blue note.

tain situations the dramatic pause or

Widely Imitated

complete silence is effective. When,

From A Subscriber

It has been said that imitation is the

"The Console continues to reach new

sinceresc form of flattery. If this be
true, Mr. Crawford has a veritable host

heights, and I certainly look forward to

improvising of 'Smith,' or 'Jones,' et

however, for no discernable reason at
all(combinations can be easily changed
while playing) there is an abrupt cessa
tion of music accompanying a film the

of flatterers in Chicago. His particular

evaluations are usually my own, I partic

al? And there have been, and are, so

effect is annoying—especially when

style of playing is all the rage at present

few Guilmants,Dupres, and Swinnens
among theatre organists!

this same thing happens a number of

and his devotees and imitators may be

ularly enjoyed this month's (October
1983) article on the old Detroit

rimes throughout a picture.

Expert Improvisation
Regardless of personal opinion in
this respect however, it must be admit

In playing a comedy,Mr.Crawford's

heard on every hand in theatres both
large and small. In Chicago and its

houses—all of them. 1 was along-time
resident of Detroit in the '30s and '40s

work is characterized by the points
before mentioned. He very seldom

environs. Some of these attempts at
imitation are ludicrous, while others

and realize it was the fine organ music I

ted that Mr.Crawford's improvising is

uses a written piece of popular music

are serious and commendable efforts

is now most important to me. Your arti

far above that of the great majority of
organists. He has developed a certain
sytle of his own—he has an accurate
knowledge of harmony and attempts
to improvise in correct musical form.
He makes frequent use of modern

preferring rather to improvise in fox

on the part of various theatre organists

cles on refurbished theatres is a great

trot or one-step style. His registration
in comedy playing is nearly the same

in and around Chicago to adapt to their

stimulant to many of us at North Texas

own work the particular features of

and we try our fjest to find a suitable

from beginning to end—the super

Mr. Crawford's work which appeal to

home for our Robert-Morton organ. We

abundant use of 16' tone, and the use of

them as being espcially meritorius.

have brought together a lot of organ
buffs, and their turnout at a recent Clark
Wilson concert presented by the Scot

forcing his audiences to listen from
week to week to the same monotonous

harmonies—whole tone chords, chro
matic dissonances, etc. One very com

mendable point in Mr. Crawford's
feature playing is chat he has found out
what so few theatre organists have;

the Kinuara in combinations practi

On the whole Mr. Crawford's work

cally all the way through the comendy,

is extremely interesting and worth lis

with very little noticeable use of the
expression shutters.

tening to. He is serious and conscien

Although the Chicago organ is
equipped with every conceivable kind
of traps and effects, Mr.Crawford uses
them sparingly—a most commendable

tious in everything he attempts, even

chough he suffers from an occasional
lack of artistic judgment, and an

each issue and find your opinions and

heard there that has grown so much and

tish Rite Temple (alone this time, with
out participation of North Texas
Chapter ATOS) proved we all turn out
when a theatre pipe organ is to be heard.
The concert was presented November
12 on the Wicks theatre organ installed
in the Temple. Thanks again for cover

theatre. Mr. Crawford has also deve

them, and never just to be using them,
or just to show chat they are there. Mr.

obvious egotism at times. His work is
the type which is rapidly becoming the
vogue in the West and Eastern theatre
organists can learn much about show
manship, or selling the organ to the
public by a careful scvdy of his work and

loped a strikingly fluent techic in the

Crawford seldom indulges in 'crick

methods.

Texas.

that it is possible at times to play with
out using the tremulants, and to play
for a certain lenrh of time without

virtue. He uses them only when there

using even the pedal keyboard! Truly a
daring innovation in a motion picture

is a particular or legitimate need for

age you have always given North
Texas, and especially for the fine
magazine."—Lorena McKee, Dallas,

—The Console
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Among the Picture Theaters.
Quinn's Picture Theaters

Metaphorically
speaking, the rise of J. a. Quinn, of
Los Angeles, Gal., in the exhibition end of the moving pic
ture industry may be compared with the speed of a meteor.
Three years ago he came into the moving picture business in Los
Angeles by purchasing the Bijou Theater which was a small mov-

this house.- Big feature reels are constantly introduced as ad
ditional attractions, and according to a representative of the
Quinn Company, concerns with meritorious special features go to

Quinn first as he spares no money to gives his patrons the best.
It is said that prior to the leasing of the old Orpheum Theater,

the house had had a
career

ing picture theater with a
known

as

a

theatrical

graveyard, but in spite of

all this Mr. Quinn leased

BB^KB^BSSmBB^^^^^BM

the

converted it

a big picture theater,

and has been reaping a
of greenbacks
ever

Flushed by the success
ven-

purchased'a*^

Mr. Quinn later on

added

a third

moving

theater to his
This house is located on

Main Street, and as soon

Quinn's Garrick, Los Angeles,

Broadway, _ near Eighth

as he had closed a seven

California.

Street. Tliis was his first
big picture" house, and

erty

lease on the

with the aid of care for details he soon ingratiated himself with

ers the

the public. The house was named Quinn's Garrick. Although

rators

at the time Mr. Quinn purchased this house it was out of the the
ater zone, he created a fine patronage .by putting on a good en
tertainment of pictures from lo A. M. until 6130 P. M., for five
cents. The large amount of newspaper mention and other kinds
of advertising that was
bestowed upon the Gar-

Quinn's Centu^
Los Angeles,
CaUforma.

Loewen
decowere

"like mad,"

order to

xS^rh"2,500
faS'leaddiTf

tional electric lights
were added. This house was opened under the name of the Cen
tury. Mr. Quinn soon made this theater one of the dominant at

due to the

crowds that that house

tractions on Main Street. Feature pictures form the entertain

was

ments.
as

He is now building a moving picture theater at 518 to 524
South Broadway. This structure will'be three stories in height

an

for evening trade

which soon became equal-

and will have a frontage

ly as voluminous. The

of eighty feet. The name

same

number

of

that were

reels

during

I

the morning and aftershows constituted

the evening
nient, but the prices were

of this new house will

cents for the entire house,
the admission charges

orchestra

and

The front of the theater

for the

will follow

balcony

architecture of the Co

a well-con-

ducted theater with nine

be

hundred

onyx,

upholstered

leather chairs. The fioor
covered

WW

with Wilton

in

color.

of the best selected

The auditorium,

S'faprcf'oTSi^
K™';
dred, will be illuminated

Quinn's Super^ Los Angeles,

LOS Angeles,

California.
Calitornia.

by the indirect lighting
system. The interior, as well as the front, will be elaborately
decorated, and the stage equipment will consist of three complete
sets of scenery and a large nitro-silver screen. A program of

en-

closing the loges are harmonious

closely the

lonial period.
The in
terior of the lobby will

and fifteen cents for the

leges. It

^i/P£/iJ3/rA

be in keeping with the
other Quinn theaters.

increased. Instead of five

were ten

of it will be the Superba,
and it is expected to be
opened in a couple of
months. The appoint
ments and management

An

excellent orchestra gives

first run General Film Company's service will form the entertain

suitable selections to a
program
first run

ments, and the pictures will be played to by one of the largest
photoplay orchestras on the Pacific Coast. The prices will be

General Film Company

ten and fifteen cents, and twenty cents for the loges. The Su

The

perba is situated right in the heart of the City of Los Angeles.

step
to the

PLANS NEW THEATER FOR MENOMINEE, WIS.
ater proprietors was the

A moving picture theater will be built in Main Street,

had the entire house re

Menominee, Wis., by August Schoenoff. Plans and speci
fications are now being prepared. It is scheduled to be a
one-story structure with dimensions of 34 by 100 feet. It
will have 500 seating capacity, and the admission prices will

decorated and had the seating capacity increased to two thousand.

be 5 and 10 cents.

&,
on S?r1„g'str?et:
from Ollie Moroico. He

"^uinn.n Lyceun,
Lo. An.eles,
California.
California,
Quinn's Lyceum, Los Angeles,

Three thousand additional incandescent lights were added to the

front illumination, and the name was changed to Quinn's Lyceum.
The admission price to this house is five cents, and we learn from
the Quinn Company that it is the biggest and best five-cent pic
ture theater in the world. Heavy newspaper and billboard adver

tising brought to the eyes of the public that Quinn is doing
things on a phenomenal scale. Business is exceedingly good at

$22,000 PICTURE HOUSE FOR MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

A fireproof moving picture theater, with a seating capacity

of 600, is being built at 2541 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis,

Minn. The house is expected to be ready about May 15.

—from Moving Picture World
March 28, 1914

— BUILDS ORGANS YOUR WAY—"
Allen offers the widest choice in traditional theatre organ models. Not only can these instruments be

custom-voiced and finished to suit your musical taste and acoustic environment, but each Allen Digital

Computer Organ offers the exclusive Alterable Voice Card Reader System. This means you can add new
stops to your organ at any time. Nobody offers anything even remotely like it. In a way, it's like building
your own custom organ.

However, if you would like a custom organ, we can do that also. Allen is one of the few still building
custom theatre organs.

Whether you choose one of our popular models or

^

go for custom work, you still have the option of

r^\,

special console finish. It's simple — we'll match
anything you send us. Pictured is an antique vvhite

When you select Allen to build your organ, you get
the sound and the appearance your way.

oraans

□

Send literature

□

BEACHAM 620 Record (Enclose $4.00 Check or Money Order)

Name

...for sound reasons

Macungie, Pennsylvania 18062
(215) 966-2202
COPYRIGHT © 1983

Address

City

Allen Organ Company, Dept.

State

Zip

Macungie, PA 18062

i

John W. Earr. Jr.

4451 Pinyon Tree Lane
Irvine, Calif. 9-715

SECOND CLASS MAIL

O. Box 40165, Pasadena, California 91104

Yamaha Warns Buyers
About Wrong Imports
Because of the great demand
worldwide, Yamaha is vastly step
ping up production of its DX7 and
DX9 digital synthesizers which were
introduced in U.S. during June,
1983.

Due to the demand, which has
created a shortage, it has been
learned that some units built for

other countries have been imported
to the U.S. and sold through nonauthorized retailers. Yamaha offi
cials have advised that it is a caveat

empfor-buyer beware situation.

The reasons are foreign products
operate on different voltages, which can
make the keyboard noisy or nonfunc
tional. Voltage converters may not pro
vide constant voltage to permit the units
to be fully functional. DX keyboards
built for other markets have not obtained

U.S. safety testing approvals and could
cause severe RF interference to wireless

microphone systems, television and
other receiving electronics.

Warranties are good only in the coun

Big Organ For Detroit
House
A Hillgreen-Lane organ has been
installed in the Washington Theatre,
Detroit. It has 28 stops, chimes and a
Voxhumana Attachment. It will be in

operation by the first of November. The
management plans to give half-hour rec

itals prior to the beginning of afterrnoon
and evening performances.
—10/31/14 Moving Picture World

You can also look for the FCC and

safety testing approval stickers located
on the back of the DX.

Any questions regarding authenticity
of a Yamaha retailer or non-U.S. DX,is
urged to write: Combo Products Div

ision, Music Marketing Group,Yamaha
International, P.O.Box 6600, Buena
Park, Calif. 90622.

Pipes Attract
National Picture Company of Louis
ville, Kentucky, has begun work on its
new moving picture house in Crescent
Hills, residents of that secbon having
withdrawn their objections. The "Cres

to receive government grants for resto
ration work.

The group recently received two
grants from private sources —
Pennsylvania Arts Council and the Wil
liam Penn houndation—earmarked for

special projects to support local drama
groups. The funds cannot be used for

Theatre, San Diego, 8pm.
Sponsors of organ events are •Valley Organ Society presents Stars
invited to send information for publi of Tomorrow featuring The Young
18 at Sherman Clay Music, 12607 Sher

tcidy, N.Y.; Jan 28, Indiana University,
silent film. Iron Mask.
•Rosa Rio—With Ted Malone, Dec. 3,

•Kirk

of Dunedin, Florida—Dec.

information.
number to call to verify times or fur
Nationwide
nish prices for individual programs, •Emery Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio. ^Tribute To Frank Olsen—Harvey
Elsaesser, Doc Bebco and Kevin Sjdcy
in the event they are cancelled or
Week-end programs featuring Wurlitzer at the console. Riviera Theatre, North

re-scheduled.

pre-show concerts. Call 721-2741 for

Tonawanda, NY, 8pm.

•John Dickinson High School Fall
•Colonial Theatre, Phoenixville, Concerts—Don Thompson, Jan. 28,
California
Penna. Concert/Film Series for '84; Jean King, Feb. 25; Dick Smith,
•Nightly at the Castro Theatre, San '83/'84—Dec. 11, LeRoy Lewis; Jan. March 10.
Francisco, Wurlitzer organ. Call (415) 15, "Grandma's Boy," Don Kinnier at •Wichita Wurlitzer Pops 83-84
621-6120 for schedule.
console; Feb. 26, Kay McAbee; April Series—Billy Nalle, Mar. 24,'84; Lyn
•Avenue Theatre, San Francisco, Fri 18,"The Thief of Bagdad, Don Kinnier Larsen-Jack Bethards and his Golden
day nights, silent films with Wurlitzer at console; May 19, George Wright. State Orchestra. Series reservations:
accompaniment. Call (415) 468-2636 Call theatre for complete information— Wurlitzer Pops XI1, Central Ticket
for program.
(215) 935-1958.
Agency, Century 11, 225 West Douglas,
•Grand Lake Theatre, Oakland— •St.Louis Fox Theatre Tours of build Wichita, Kans. 67202.
David Kelsey at the console every Fri ing every Tues, Thurs, Sat., by reserva •Lew Williams—Dec. 10, 8pm, Redprogram.

day and Saturday evenings; Robert tion only. Call (314) 534-9420.
Johnson Sunday evenings playing inter •Sunnybrdok—Theatre Organ fea
mission solos. Call theatre for informa

cent", as it will be known, will contain

600 seats and will feature a ^pe organ.

Talkies, weekends. Wurlitzer accom

The Novelty Theatre, of Louisville, is
the only one now in existence in the
Kentucky metropolis which uses a pipe
organ, and this feature has been largely
responsible for the success of that house.
—6/7/13 Moving Picture World

paniment for Silents. Call (213) 322- •Dennis James—Dec. 1-3, Ohio Thea
2592 for programs.
tre, Columbus, Overtures daily with

28

Awakened
In A Grand
Palace

man Way, North Hollywood. Coming
1,2,3,12,13,15,16 Terry Charles. All
presentation date as possible. Please Feb. 15—Candi Carley.
concerts 8:15pm, call 733-9305 for
list for concert-goers a telephone

tured every Sunday Brunch, 9:30am to
tion regarding organ intermissions on 2pm. Route 422, East High Street,
other nights.
Pottsville, Pa.(215) 326-6400.
•Old Town Music Hall, 140 Rich •Tom Wibbell—Roberson Center,
mond Street, El Segundo. Silents and Binghamton, N.Y.,(return engagement)

—The Console

A Sleeping
Beauty

cation. Due to the present publishing Organists Association, 7:30pm, Jan.
4, Thomaston Opera House, Conn.
be submitted as far in advance ofthe

volts". If it shows 100 or 220 volts, the
DX keyboard was not built for the U.S.

This recognition now makes it possible
for those trying to save the movie palace
and turn it into a performing arts center

Next Month

•k-k^'k-kirk^'k'k'ki^itc'kififirkiKiKiKir'k'kiKiK

package which cannot be purchased

ates. U.S. models are listed as "120

Historical recognition was awarded
the Keswick Theatre in Glenside, Pa.,
recently when the house was listed on
the National Register of Historic Places.

Concertime
schedule it is urged that information

It is very simple to quickly identify a
DX7 or 9 built for foreign market sales.
The back panel near the plug tells you
the voltage at which the keyboard oper

On National Register

restoration.

try for which the unit was built. U.S.
units are shipped with a free accessory
alone.

Keswick Theatre Is

March 31, 1984.

•Dennis James plays Shrine Moller Christmas Carol. Dec. 5, Public Tours,
with Radio City Music Hall Show,Shrine Ohio Theatre; Jan. 9,Ohio Theatre pub
Auditorium, Los Angeles, Dec. 13 lic tours; Jan. 13, Columbus School for
through Jan. 1, 1984.
Girls, lecture; Jan. 20-22, Dedication of
•John Ledwon, Jan. 7,'84, California organ at Proctor's Theatre, Schenec-

November 1983—

ford Theatre, Detroit, Annual Xmas

Show with Fairlane Ballet on stage.
Tickets $5.

•Clark Wilson, Jan. 7, 1984, Babson

College, Wellesley, Mass. Call (617)
335-9057, eves or weekends for info.

•Terry Charles—Jan. 27, '84, 8pm,
St. Paul Lutheran Church, Orlando,
Fla., Theatre-style concert on 5/89
Ruffatti.

•Ty

Woodward

Detroit

Theatre

Organ Club, February 4.
•Lee Erwin, Byrnes Auditorium, Win-

throp College, Rock Hill, So.Car., April
3, Buster Keaton silent comedy, 8pm.

